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LOCAL AFFAIRS

URRILL NATIONAL BAN
ELLSWORTH, ME.

K

LITTLE DROPS OF WATER
wonderful to think, make up the
might;
ocean. Not more
strange, though, than
accumulated wealth. It’s all made up ol

savings.

LITTLE BY LITTLE
an account

grows at our bank. Get a
bank book and start an account for
youi
and
later
on it will buy a
child,
college
education or a business.

We;pay

4 per cent,

Liberal

interest

on

on

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Ralph B Cushman—Cow tor sale.
Sarah B Harwood—Petitioner's notice.

In bankruptcy >41 bert E Varnum.
Wm E Whiting, Ralph E Mason—Commissioners’ notice.
O A Parcher—Platt’s food.
Situation wanted.
E K Hopkins—Marble and granite.

Bangor. Mb:

Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
Bblfast, Mb:
Thompson Mfg Co—Girls wanted.
Bxowhbgan, Me:
L L Morrison—Oriental rug works.
Nbwport, R I:

8CHEDULB OF MAILS.
BLLBWpRTH POSTOFPICB.
In effect Oct. 4, 1909.
MAILS RBCBIVBD.

From West—7.13 a m; 4.28 and 6.08 p m.
From East—11.07 a m; 12.05, 5.55 and 10.22 p

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOPFICB.

Going Wbst—10.45, 11.30, a m; 5.80 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.80 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday mail. Post-office open on Sunday
from 9 to 10 a m.

Ready Money For Opportunities:

The Thursday club will meet this week
with Mrs. Henry M. Hail.
Mrs. Alice J. March is visiting at Bar
Harbor and Cranberry Isles.

To every man, and to many women comes the time when a sum of ready
monev would prove of most decided benefit and assistance. There is no
reason why YOU shouldn't have such a sum by you; we make it easily
through our Savings Dept., where you can lay by cash little by
little, keeping it always safe and intact, ana grow ing constantly with our
interest belp. As good tor out of town as for city patrons. Ask us for

Eleanor Lord, of West Sullivan, is visiting relatives and friends here.
W. M. Bradley, of Portland, was in
Ellsworth yesterday on business.
Supper will be served at the Methodist
vestry Wednesday evening of next week.
Frank R. Moore and wife, who have
been in Calais for the past month, are

possible

banking-by-mail information.

BANQOR, J1AINE.

Banking Co.,

Branches at Old Town and Machlas.

home.

I

The woman’s relief corps will serve supper at G. A. R. hall Thursday evening at 6
o’clock.
Winston B. Stevens, Bowdoin ’10, was
the guest of Dr. H. L. D. Woodruff and
wife last week.
C. W. Grindal and wife are receiving
on the birth of a daughter,

congratulations
born yesterday.

The ladies’ social circle of the Baptist
church will serve supper in the Baptist
vestry this evening.
Nokomia Hebekah lodge will give a
sociable at Odd Fellows hall on Easter
Monday evening, March 28.

OP NED 724 NEW ACCOUNTS
DURING THE YEAR 1902, AND
HA8 NOW MORE THAN 8,000
YOU ARE INVITAN

AOOOUNT

missionary auxiliary
Congregational church met with its president,
Mrs L. A Emery, yesterday afternoon.
Rev. Dr. Owen,
of the anti-saloon
league, is expected to occupy the pulpit
of the Baptist church Sunday evening.
Eber L. Spurting and wife, of Cranberry
Isles, and Mrs. John Hodgkins, of Bar
Harbor, visited relatives here last week.

WITH US.

UNION TRUST CO. of ELLSWORTH

There will be no festival chorus rehearsal this week. Rehearsals will be resumed
next week—on Thursday evening, March
10.
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before March 1
begins to bear interest at that time. This
bank has paid 73 regsemi-annual
!olar
<»
dividends since be!
ginning business in
i»73.
;;
on or

upon experience, and
it has been known to the medical
profession 2,000 years. Its use cleanses
the system of all scrofulous affections

!!
|

< >

!I

founded

and clears the complexion. It is good
in Chronic Rheumatism, particularly
tor those

::

Hancock Co. Savings Bank, I!
'!

18 State St.,
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house cleaning without DUST.
*

Santo

having

a

gouty tendency.

JUST
RECEIVED

PARCHER'S PHARMACY.

&Tsssr“bie-

new

lot of Berri
This is

Olive Oil.

Wm. W. Brooks

Vacuum

the best Oil

BOOT and SHOE

it

REPAIRING

more

costs

made;
little

a

than

common

the

Oil but it

All kind* of Robber Work warranted

is worth the differB.

130 Water St.,

Jfain St, fillswortb
over Staples Muslo Store

Jameson.
EUiwortb, Me.

if"-

Eat at Butler’s
Cor. Hate and Hancock Sts.

Home Cooking Naatly HlWi.
'Spring Water Servsd <Mft Kleats.

p"r'

SfiitjM Azatau
NOW te tell

llnMMBaKNiu
bloom at the

’

kllsworth QPlINHOUai.
.TOtephooe 43.

ence.
—

PrlM 65 tints

a

pint $U5

quart

OPENING

Sold only

by

Good, Mew, Clean

Groceries, Provisions, Floor Con*
fectionery, Tobacco, Cifara,
lowest prices; STRICTLY CASIt, at
my new store, Main St., near soe$ factory
UME NKNMB BOJVM.

at

A. I.

In quality

wholesomeness,

District-Depnty Trussell, of Bar Harbor, will pay his official visit to Lygonia
lodge, F. and A. M., to-morrow evening.
The third degree will be worked on two
candidates. A banquet will follow.

Baking Powder

The board of registration will be in session at the aldermen’s room from Tuesday to Saturday of next week, from 9 a.m.
to 1 p. m., 3 to 5 p. m., and 7 to 9 p. m.
Registration of voters will close at 5 p. in.

Bake the food at

Mr. Monaghan’s illness, be
Owing
was unable to occupy his place in the orchestra at the food fair. His place was
filled on Tuesday by Mr. Cimbollek; on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday by F.
E. Hall, and on Saturday by Mr. O’Hara,
all of Bangor.

RICHARDSON.

E. G.

MOORE,

Dmggist.
Cor. opp. Post Office,
rial! orders

a

Specialty.

a

hom#

and save money

health

Friday.
to

There will be services at the Methodist
church as usual Sunday, at 10.30 a. m. and
3 p. m. Sunday school at the usual hour.
Rev. H. W. Conley, of Ellsworth Falls,
will preach at both services. The pulpit
of this church will be supplied for the remainder of the conference year with Mr.
Conley in charge.

FOR

MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.

Republicans Nominate

REV. W. F. EMERY RESIGNS.

Full Ticket
Democrats Draw Out.
The republicans and democrats of Ellsworth held their caucuses last Friday to
nominate candidates for municipal offices.
The republicans named a full ticket. The
—

Miss Addie E. Springer, aged twenty-nine
years, of Lamoine, known in EllBworth
where a few years ago she was employed
for several years, died last Tuesday of
pneumonia at Auburn, where she was
employed in a shoe factory. She was
ill but two days.
The remains were
brought to lamoine for interment.

Tenth Annual Convention In Ellsworth Last Week.
The tenth annual convention of the
Odd Fellows of the thirty-second and
thirty-third districts was held at Odd
Fellows’ hall, Ellsworth, last Friday.
A new highwater mark for attendance
was
registered, ihere being something
like 700 Odd Fellows in the hall during
the day. Every lodge in the two districts
was

At 6 o’clock supper was served in
the banquet hall, with extra tables spread
in the hall above.
Something like 600

Nbw is the time to try my SULPHUR AND
CREAM OF TARTAR LOZENGES.

SsaMrsaaafBnaa
De«no“tr»u°“

George

Col. H. E. Hamlin arrived home Iasi

night from his trip around the world
Since landing at San Franciaoo be has beer
traveling in the West and South.

bor.

A

bSHSLPSS****-

The Junior etnas of the high school, ant
the teachers’ were pleasantly entertained
last Saturday evening at Herbert Foster’!
camp at Patten’s pond.

ii THE POPULAR
j!
IDEA
*

StbctUarmnitf.

the poo

represented by good-sized delegations, and there were many visitors from
Frank E. Moon and Charles M. Brooks lodges outside the districts, in all twentywill leave this week for Georgia to work six lodges being represented.
Qrand officers present were Herbert W.
for the Ambursen Hydraulic Construction
;
Sears, Portland, grand master; Charles F.
Co.
Allen, of Bar Harbor, past grand patriarch;
Miss Carrie Crosoy, of Minneapolis,
Henry Thoms and John M. Ward, ol
who has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. L. A.
Bangor, past grand representatives.
for
a
short
left
for
her
home
Emery,
time,
In the afternoon Lejok lodge opened the
Saturday.
lodge in the third degree, and then BurThe horse race scheduled for Monday on rendered the chairs to Grindstone
lodge,
the ice track at Leonard lake, has been of Winter Harbor, which
exemplified the
1'
This
was
followed
Initiatory degree.
by the
first degree, by Island lodge, of Bar HarJ J of the value of sulphur is undoubtHtftcrtioanattkS

edly

No. 9

(

condition of the track.

The Masonic district convention will be
held in Ellsworth Thursday of next week,
The girl’s basket ball team of the high March 10.
There will be
afternoon
school will go to Bluehill to-morrow and evening sessions, with suppers at 6
evening to play the academy team.
o’clock and midnight. Northeast Harbor
Irene chapter, O. E. S., will have work lodge will work the first degree and
at its regular meeting Friday evening. David A. Hooper lodge, of West Sullivan,
the second degree in the afternoon. In
Officers are requested to be present.
the evening Lygonia lodge wiU work the
The Kickapoo Indian vaudeville comthird degree.
pany on Monday evening opened a twoweeks engagement at Hancock hall.
ODD FELLOWS MEET,
The
of the

THE UNION TRUST CO. of ELLSWORTH

DEPOSITORS.
ED TO OPEN

to

wni» At SBOOVD- OLAM HATTII
at rum iLuwoBn postovvioi.

The nest meeting of the literature
club will be Monday evening, March 7,
at the home of Miss M. A. Greely. The
program will be the same as was announced for previous meeting.

AT

ac-

indefinitely postponed, owing

S
t

The annual meeting of the Village
improvement society will be held on
Wednesday, March 9, at 3 o'clock at Mrs.
E. K. Hopkins’. A full attendance it
earnestly desired.

E A Lunt— Clams wanted.

Savings.

check

counts.

Eastern Trust &

American.

hungry men were fed, abundantly and
promptly.
In the evening the second degree was
worked by Bluehill lodge and the third
by Bangor lodge. The evening work was
followed by speeches.
At midnight an-

ture.

Dr. Emery’s family will remain here
until spring, when they will join him in
Texas.
COMING EVENTS.
BLUSWOBTH.

Wednesday, March 2, at Baptist vestry—
Supper, 15 cents.
democrats decided not to enter ttae contest
Thursday, March 3, at G. A. R. hall—
tor mayor, and the only democratic Supper by woman’s relief corps; 15 cents.
candidates in the field are tor alderman
Thursday, March 10, at Ellsworth—MaDB. A. C. HAGEBTHY.

and ward offices in ward 4.

BEPDBUCAN CAUCUS.

The republican caucus was held in the
afternoon at the board ot trade room, Hancock hall. John F. Knowlton was chosen
chairman and E. J. Walsh secretary.
John A. Peters nominated Dr. A. C.
Hagerthy for mayor. The nomination
seconded by F. C. Burrill. There
was
being no other nomination, the secretary
was instructed to cast a vote ot the caucus
for Dr.

Tuesday, March 29, at Hancock hall—
Farmers’ institute by Maine department
of agriculture, under auspices of Ellsworth board of trade. Subject: “Orcharding.”
STATE.

April 20-25, at Knight Memorial Methodist church, Calaia—East Maine annual
conference.
Bishop W. A. Quayle, of
Oklahoma, presiding.
record is better than

A

a

prospectus

Newspaper circulation is what counts for
advertisers.

Stbrrtiarriitnts.

DEMOCBATIO CAUCUS.

The democratic caucus was held in the
evening. E. E. Brady was chosen chairman and John E. Doyle secretary.
C. H. Leland, chairman of the city
committee, took the floor to explain the
political situation as the committee found
it. The members of the committee, he
said, had talked with leaders in the party,
men who
would be asked to accept
GRANGE FAIR SURE.
nominations if any were made. “It is
the prevailing opinion,” he said, “that the
September 20-22 tbe Dates Decided financial condition of the city is such,
Upon.
because of burdens piled up by the past
At a meeting of the Hancock County few years of republican administration,
last
association
fair
Thursday that these men will not take the regrange
afternoon, it was definitely decided to sponsibility of office.”
at
hold a grange fair
Wyman park, EllsGeorge B. Stuart, Frank 8. Lord, exworth, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs- Mayor Arthur W. Greely and D. E. Hurday, Sept. 20, 21, 22.
ley all expressed themselves as not in
President O. W. Foss, of the association, favor of making any nominations.
was appointed a committee of one to
A vote of the caucdl being taken, it was
negotiate with the Hancock County fair unanimously voted not to make any
association for Wyman park. It is under- nominations tor mayor. Wards 1,2, 3 and
stood that a satisfactory agreement for 5 also decided not to nominate candidates.
the purchase of the park by the grange Ward4 nominated the following ticket:
fair association will soon be reached.
For alderman, Charles G. Moore; for
F. A. Noyes, of Bast Sullivan, was
Warden, Alpheus W. Nason; for ward
elected a director of the grange fait
clerk, Daniel Richardson; for constable,
association. Tbere will be another meet- James A.
Staples.
ing of the association Saturday, April 2.

Advertising is like 'learning to swim
Have confidence, strike out and you toil
urety win.

sonic district convention.

Hagerthy.

The city committee was empowered to
fill vacancies on the ticket.
The caucuses of wards 1, 2, 3, and 5
were immediately after the general caucus,
and ward candidates were named. Ward
4 held its caucus at North Ellsworth. The
full list of candidates appears at head of
the editorial column.
The following city committee was
chosen: Ward 1, William E.
Whiting;
ward 2, Henry E. Davis; ward 3, John W.
W.
ward
4, George
Patten;
McCarthy;
ward 5, Timothy F. Mahoney.

other supper was served.
The work throughout the convention
was of a high standard, and interest was
well sustained throughout.
The committee from Lejok lodge, which had charge of
the arrangements, came in for its full
share of praise for the entertainment afforded.

Sudden Death at South Brooksvtlie.
South Brooksvillb, .Feb. 28 (special]
—W. S. Cousins, aged about flfty-on*
yearn, was found dead ta his bed this
ii
been
morning. He had Mways
apparently good health.

Has Accepted Charge In Hereford,.
Texas, and Left To-day.
Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor of the Ellsworth Methodist charch for nearly two
years, has resigned to accept an important
charge in Hereford, Texas. He left Ellaworth to-day and will make short visits at
Boston, Chicago and Kansas City, en route
to Texas, where he is due March 13.
Hereford is one of the lively and growing cities of Texas, the home of Hereford
coliege. The Methodist denonination has
a flourishing society
there, but no church
home, and Dr. Emery goes there under
the auspices of the board of church extensions and home missions, as a churchbuilder. He will organize the society, and
build a church and parsonage.
During his pastorate here Dr. Emery has
shown himself well qualified for this work:
of church-building. He found the society
here with a new home but unfinished. He
has left them with one of the best-furnished and best-equipped homes of any
church of its size in Maine. He has made
many frlendsjhere, who regret his depar-

liAKBWOOD.
Mrs. Charles Garland is somewhat imin health.

proved

Mrs. Estells Allen, of Ellsworth, visited
her grandmother, Mrs. CharleB Garland,
last week.
Clarence and Nelson Garland are making a business of hoops this winter, and
have already sent to market several large
loads.

'Ill

Chickens

are an expense until
they start laying, or are ready for
market. You can make them grow
quicker and stronger and lay sooner

by simply giving them

Poultry
Pratts Regulator

:

[For M y«0ft called Piatt Poultry Food!
mixed in their feed. Try it on one hatdi

and compare results—you’ll find it pays to
use this old reliable and greatest of all
and egg-producers. It actually

Sors
tamU^UnOkri!

resultsanaincrea9esprofits. Costa
in lc. a month per chicken.
sura riddance to
an expensive peat. Try it.
Prim Naa< Use Matos* kills head lie*
on little chicks and turkeys, best remedy
for scaly lags.
For sale only at
PARCHBR'5 DRUG STORE.

E. K.

Hopkins,

Successor to Foster Marble and Granite

Franklin

Co*

StrMt,

wishes to call your attention to his shop ton ol
the latest and best designs ot Cemetery art
work, and to the fact that he will sell these new
goods at a small margin.
The public Is Invited to call and inspect tbaW
flue designs If In want of anything In marble or

granite.

a man who has been In the butlfieaa
thirty years and ean guarantee a ftrstelaaa
job In every respect, and nice LKTTEKIHG la
his specialty. Please drop In aaddook at a now
departure In Marble work.

He has

over

""

CHRISTIAN

Prmyr Meeting Topic

Topic.—Christ our guide.—Luke t 76-79;
John zvl, 13; Rev. vii, 16. 17. (Consecration meeting.)
Comment by Rev. Sherman H. Doyle, D. D.
There are two general senses In
which the word guide Is used. First,
It Is used to designate one who goes
before and leads others in certain
There are mounWars and courses.
tain guides who direct the footsteps
of tourists up the dangerous sides of
famous mountains. In our large cities
there are guides who direct visitors
through the principal parts of the city
and point out the places of especial interest. Until the compass was invented and other nautical instruments
gallon used stars, and especially the
north star, to guide them in their
In the second
course across the sea.
place, a guide is one who directs the
conduct of another, a moral or a spirIt is in this sense that
itual guide.
Jesus Christ is our guide. It is His

guide to direct us along
the moral pathway of life and to lead
us into the deeper spiritual truths that
province

as

a

necessary that we may avoid
the various dangers that beset us in
the moral and spiritual life.
The need of a moral and spiritual
guide is of tremendous importance. It
is only exceptionally that we need one
to conduct us along any way or road
of life, because we are usually familiar with the wiys we travel or may be
our own guides and can readily find
But in the moral and spirour way.
itual life it is almost the opposite.
Here there is often gross darkness and
doubtful ways, and an infallible guide
is a great necessity. Christ is an inWreckers often place
fallible guide.
false lights and lead vessels into danger, but Christ Is never a false guide.
The pathway He points out Is always
the correct one, and if by faith we follow His guidance, obey His commandments, we shall never go astray.
He has guided His people in all generations and Is still the same unchangeable leader and able and willing to direct us along moral and spirare

so

itual lines.
The topical references present Christ
as our guide in three phases. In the
first place. He is represented as a
guide to the way of peace or to peace
itself (Lake 1, 76-79). Zacharias here
presents Him as the day spring from
on high, who giveth light to them
• • • and
guides
that sit in darkness
"our feet into the way of peace.” Who
And
yet how
does not desire peace?
few find it! Why? Because they seek
it in wrong ways. Some seek it in
themselves, others in worldly wealth
or fame or pleasure. But Christ alone
esn
light us along the path of peace—
peace with ourselves, peace with our
fellow men and peace with God.

BT "AUHT

EDITED

For tho Week

Boginning March 6, 1910.

Its Motto:

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is for the com
mon use—a pnbiile servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given It la this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

OF THE VIRTUE OF

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
What is the use of procrastinating in the face of such
evidence as the following letters represent? If you are a
sick woman
you for not

or

know

pound

one

who is, what sensible

Three years ago
I had a tumor
which the doctor
said would have
10 oe removea oy an operation or l
could not live more than a year,
or two, at most. I wrote Mrs. Pinkham. at Lynn. Mass., for advice, and
took 14 bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and today the tumor is (roue and I am a
perfectly well woman. I hope my
testimonial will be of benefit to others.”
Mss. S. J. Barber, Scott,

Eternal Spirit! Holy Dove!
To seal our hearts, the power is thine:
Unite us in the bonds of love
And keep us one thro* grace divine:
Shut out the world and let us be
For one short hour shut in withiThee.
•—Herbert P. Main.
—Selected by A. G. R. B.
Dear M. B.'s:
Thought I would drop in again. as 1 would
like a little help if some one will kindly give
it. Who of the M B.’s is not fond of flowers?
And it will soon be time to start the seeds, and
if possible I would not like mytigarden as it
was last year. This ground has, oh! so many
little ants. I can keep them out of the house
with sulphur, and tried it on the ground, but
they would lug it off or cover it up and work
havoc in my g.trden.
And as if they weren't enough, there were
these grayish-;reen worms. My John called
them “cut worms". They acted worse than the
ants, they cut off so many things—one nasturtium even after it got as large over as a twoquart dish, and all budded. And such wor* in
our vegetable garden!
Mornings last summer I used to look, and when I saw anything
cut down I would dig just under the top of the
dirt and most always found him curled up
so fat and sleeping so comfortably!
My; chicks were death on them if I found
them, and I thought of a story I heard of a
man who disliked bugs on his potato vines.
He saw an “ad” in a paper for sure death for
potato bugs, 75 cents. He sent for it. I’m
afraid the rest is an old story to all, but
thought one of them would be the only care
for cnt worms.

—

N. Y.
Mrs. E. F. Hayes says;
1

uuun

UIO

doctor’s treatment for a fibroid
tumor. I suffered

and heavenly guide (Rev. Tli, 16, 17).
BIBLE BEADCtGS,

4.

Gen. xix, 1-3, 15-22; Ex. xlll, 20-22
Ps. xxxii. 8; xlvlii, 14; Isa. Ivili, 11
John x, 9-11, 27; xvl, 7-5; I Cor. xv, 58
Jude 24, 25.

Work of Alaskan Endoavorors.
In the Alaskan woods at Kasaan a
little chapel was built chiefly by the
labors of the Rev. Edward Marsden,
the well known Indian Christian Endeavorer, and Henry Haldane, a native, who began in 1909 for the first
time to minister to his fellow Indiana
The building stands In the midst ol
the great Alaskan trees. The SalvaISiF

expelled

—

How to Improve.
How shall we Improve our Christlai
Endeavor society? Why, by Just improving ourselves. King Alfred of
England said, “The soul of all improvement is improvement of soul/
"I wish you godspeed in your work,”
■Bid ex-President Roosevelt, "because
Christian Endeavor stands for the
that are vital to the soul.” Thei
Jive for the things that touch the soul

■ndeavorers!
Follow tbs Christ, the King;
live purs, speak true, right wrong;
Follow the King.
■toe wherefore hem?

friends.”

address

is

West-

I have also enjoyed a nice personal letter
(rum “Eunice Dee ring”.
The following voluntary tributes to the

DON'T GET RUN

DOWN,

Weak and miserable. If you have Kidney or
Bladder trouble, Doll bead paine. Dizziness.
Nervousness, Pains in the back, and feel tired
* PMksge Of
Mother Gray's
APBTKAI.IAN-LkSF. the pleasant herb
It never tails.
fails. We
c umVC
have miny
many test!monials from grateful people who have used
thia wonderful remedy. As a regulator n
it OM
baa
-V
no equal. Aak for Mother Gray’s AuatoUianILeaf at Druggist?’ or aent by mail for SO eta.
FREE. Addreaa, The Mother Gray

.***

vusu*

saw

anipi

TV

...

Sample
Co.,

LeBoy,

..

N.*Y.

Capt. Howard ■a again bite the Bull’a Bye.

Thia world famoua rifle ahot who holda the
championahip record of 100 pigeons in 100
consecutive shots is living at Lincoln, 111.
Recently interviewed, he says: “I hare suffered a long time with kidney and bladder
trouble and have need several well known
kidney medicines all of which gave me no relief until I started taking Foley’s Kidney
FOl**
was subjected to severe backache and
P*™
kidneys with suppression and
oftentimes a cloudy voiding. 'While upon
arising in the morning I would get dull head*
1
taken three bottles of
Foley’s Kidney Pills and feel 100 per cent, bett€r* 1
»ever bothered with my
kidneys
hllllltc. auA
or bUddnr
nnh once more feel like my own
‘hi. I owe solely to Foley’e
»nd blwnye recommend them' to Kidney
my fellow .offerer..
a. A. Pucut.

\

AW

Em A1J
fill*

aa.._m_V

to

Through

advice of a

lend I began
use Lydia E.

Ito
*

—ii ui&uaui s

■■

v

rgw*

to

table Compound, and the pain soon
disappeared. 1 continued its use
and am now in perfect health.

Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound has been a God-send to me

_

381, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Highland grange held a profit ible meeting Friday evening. There were visitors
After
present from Halcyon grange.
business, recess was declared and a social
chat and games were indulged in. The
HIGHLAND,

I believe 1 should have been in
my grave if it had not been for Mrs.
Pinkham’s advice and Lydia E.
as

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.”

—Mrs. Georoe May, 88 4th Ave,

Paterson, N. J.
Mrs. W. K. Housh says:
I have been
completely cured

question,

Compound, and
want to recommend it to all sufwromeu.

cinnati. Ohio.

good, do not continue to suffer withills,

suchasinflammation,ulceration,displacements, fibroid tumors, irregu-

I

Alamoosook. The third end fourth
were conferred on one candidate.
There will be work in the third and fourth

uumber his been severed. This
time E. A. G. has been called to the higher
we
who are left must learn another
and
home,
lesson of patience of her who so many years
was confined
to her home. Her welcome
letters of cheer we will all miss, and I extend
my sympathy to all her friends.
Anon, love and sympathy go ont to yon in
your sorrow, and to all others who are ill or

How blessed the memory of saints thus deThe flowers of
A

good deeds have been hers tc

fragrance far richer than costly frankinShedding its sweetness

on

the weary sad

heart.

end._S.

J. Y.

mistake in Mrs. Moody’i
sponge cake recipe last week. It should have
been one-half cup of hot milk, instead of one
was

degrees

Brooklin grange March 15:

MARKETS

Oeaatry Produce,
40*45

30**5

Dairy
Oleomargarine.

aorAAj

***».
rmah

.25

laid, per dos
Poultry.

§38

Chi

.30 ess

rowi

.16^30

Ray.
Beat loose,per loa..
Baled.

.]»*»

.1*836

Baled.

15
▼esetablos.

COI

per a

Rio,
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per a—

Ja^an,

UR*0 Onions, a
02 Squash, Rv
03 Carrots, lb
10 Cabbage, lb
*0@tt

04«05
OS
Oi
03

mil.
25 *60 Lemons do*
Groceries.
Rice, per h
16*35 Vinegar, gal
35 Cracked wheat.
SB Oatmeal, per a

06 #<*
20*25

05
‘20

65*12

Kerosene,

50
Porto Rico.
Meat* and Provlslo**.
**i, ft:
Pork, ft.
Steak,
15*31
Chop,
Roast*.
10 §25
Ham. per ft
08 *15
Corned,
Shoulder,

Veal:

a

Foley’s Kidney Remedy will care any case
of Kidney or Bladder trouble that is not beyond the reach ot medicine. No medicine
can

do

more.

G. A. Psncina.

'*tJh

recitations, Gladys Eldridge

a

vocal solo

E. W. Burriil a brief history of New
o»otury grange, Ethel Fogg a piano solo Ella
Burriil, reading, G. W. Brewster. Hading
and selections from a One
grephuphoa,
brought by Elmer Gray were
enjoyed
Fruit, nuts, cornballs and home-made
candy were served.
MOUXTAIJf VIEW, 4*4, WR.WT
EDEX.
Mountain View grange met
3
with about sixty-live present,
including
visitors from Bayside grange. Then
was
one application
for
membership. The
fourth degree was conferred on
one
brother.
During tbe lecturer’s hour there wets

lib

quotations, stories, staging and readings,
and the topic, “Is there more
profit in

money invested in hens or beets; was
discussed.
Interesting remarks
were made by Bro. A. 8. Bunker, of
Bay
View- grange, and Bros. J. Wilson Jordan
and £. D. ladd, of Bayside grange.
There will be work in the
initiatory degree at tbe next meeting.

ably

SEW ORANOE AT NORTH DEEK ISLE.

South Deer Isle grange. Clam stew, rake
and coffee were served, The meetings *U1
be on Monday evenings, at Liberty bill.

17«18

Bacon,

Salt
35

lard.
Sausage, lb

Opening exercises
Address of welcome.F 8 Herrick
Response.Thomas Grieve
Business
Topic: “Mission of the Grange,’*
Lincoln Sibley, Granville Phillips
Recess
Call to order; music
Paper: “Home Influence"—Nellie Phillips
Question box
Program of host grange
Quotations
Closing exercisss.

Sedgwick grange held its regular meeting Feb. 25 with twenty-eight members
present and visitors from Harborside,
Brook!in and Maasapaqoa granges. Program : Singing, “America,” by grange;
eaaay on Washington, Virginia Glen;
biography of Washington, Inez i'sge;
reading, lecturer; tableau, “Wa-uington’s First Kiss;” quotations.
JOHN DOS ITT,

381,

SULLIVAN

John Dority grange met aa usual Friday
evening, with about thirty-five present.
As there was no work, the evening >u
■pent in ■ social way. Through tbe kindness of Sister Bartlett tbe patrons enjoyed
a treat of
apples. This topic was proposed
for discussion March 4: “Resolved, that
King Alcohol has canted more misery in
this country than the wan.”

BRAOIST, 471, SOUTH DEER ISLE.
EAST BLUBH1LL. 252.
Whereat, It has pleased the Supreme Ruler
of the universe to remove from our midst by
East BloehiU grange held its regular
death
meeting Feb. 26 with twenty-seven tnem<yir brother, Seth Hatch, and
Whereat. By his death the grange has lost ben and one visitor present. One member was accepted by demit. Program:
one of its pioneers and promoters, therefore
Readings, Fannie Long, Alvra Gray, Fanbe it
nie Osndage and Ethel Howard: instruBetolved, That Seagirt
grange
hereby mental music, Lula Ridlon. It was voted
places on record its high appreciation of his-' to hold anniversary exercises March 12
valuable services in its behalf, his sincerity afternoon and
and integrity of character, ever manifested,
having endeared and won for him the confidence of us^all; his counsel and advice were
never sought in vain.
Betolved, That in his death our order loses
one who was held in the highest regard, our
town and State an upright citizen, and his
sorrowing wife and family a loving and devoted husband and father.
Betolved, That these resolutions be spread
upon the records of our order, be published
full of
Don't go about with a
in the Ellsworth American, and a copy of
blotches or other skin
them be sent to the family of our deceased
in a
Clear off these
brother.
Hattie M. Smith,
Byron D. Tracy,
short time at little expense. Ttv-e
Anthony E. Byb,
blemishes come from imCommittee.
blood and a
syspure
seagirt grange held a special meeting
after a
tem but will all

iShhntuKmRiu.

Blemishes
On the Face
face

eruptions.
disfigurements

17820
18-25

13&15
18*2*
15816

unsightly

Feb. 25, (or the installation of officers.
Boasts,
15818
After opening, grange was closed and the
L*mb,
12§80
doors were thrown open to the public.
06
Tongues, each
Deputy A. I. Foas then installed tba
fresh fish
assisted by Sister Fannie Stinson
06 Clams, qt
23 officers,
06 Scallops, qt
40 as
marshal and Sister Blanche Bye as
Haddock,
13
12816 Smelts, tb
Halibut,
assistant marshal.
50 Shrimps, qt
40
Oysters, qt
The officers are: Master, Lyman E.
floor. Grain and feed.
62 X Stinson;
Oats, bu
overseer, Austin E. Smith;
Flour—per bbl—
6 5086 r0 Shorts—bag— 140& 50
lecturer, Anthony E. Bye; assistant
150 Mix. feed, bag 1 sol 160
oorn,100ft bag
oorn meal,bag
150 Mld411nga,bagl 30*18<J steward, Maynard L. Stinson; chaplain,
Cracked corn,
1 60
Kate B. Stanley; treasurer, Hattie M.
Smith; secretary, Clarence M. Pert; gateLAW RROAftDIHO WEIGHTS AMD MEASURES.
keeper, Ansel Stanley; Ceres, Ida M. Pert;
▲ bushel of Liverpool aalt shall weigh 60
Fannie M.
Stinson; Flora
pounds, and a bushel of Turk*a Island salt shall Pomona,
Blanche Bye; lady assistant steward’
welch 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes Nina L. Pert.
In good order and fit for shipping, la 60 pounds,
After the installation, clam stew, coffee
of apples, 44 pounds.
The H.Ddinl might of . ba.hol of bow* In and cake were
served. Songs, recitations,
good order and At for .kipping, la ao pound.,
of wheat, beau, rata-baga turnip, and peas, at
readings, black-face sketches and speeches
pound.; of corn. 58 pooada; of onion. St, followed.
of carrou. Fa.M.h tornlpa, rye anti
dlaa Beal, ta pound.; of nanntpa, 48 pound.;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pound.; of oat.
HABBOB8IDE, 478, SOUTH BBOOESV1LLB.
81 pound., or e.en mnarure aa ay acnaoeat.
Harborside grange met in regular session Wednesday Feb. 23, with
for.y-flve
The newspaper which hat wo uniform members and two visitors
present. Four
raid for advertising space, and it satis- applications for
were
remembership
fed to take what it earn got for if, in a ceived and five candidates instructed in
aheap advertising medium, anti the ad- third and fourth degrees. At recess a
ssrtissr need expect nothing but cheaj supper was served under the
management
results.—Xowrenoebttr, (Ind.) Preaa.
15« *
II *20

DOES THIS MEAN YOU?

AN AWFUL RECORD.
He is now a manager of a big Boston
collection agency, bat his first job was to
collect a bill from a notorious “dead beat",
Tbe young collector went to tbe “dead
beat’s" borne and said, “Tbe Blank agents
baa employed me to collect this bill/1
“You are to be congratulated upon securing n permanent position," mid the “dead
beat," aa be cloeed tbe dolor.

week.tal

evening.

30*35

(4
Buckwheat, pkg
14
45*65 Graham,
0*
30*65 Rye meal,
Granulated meal,* 02%
5 «06 Oil—per gal—

Sugar—per aGranulateJ,
Tel low, C
06
06 *lt
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal
35
Havana,

Tongue*,

kbw cwirrumr, 3B6,
dedhax
The anniversary exercises of New
Ces
tnry grange, deferred several
cause of storms, were held Feb.
26 with
the ezoeption of the abort drama
wiU be presented March 12. The
assist*™
steward was installed by
Deputy r »
Burriil, assisted by Gerald Thompson
Worthy Master G. W. Brewster nn
three-minute talk and a quotation
from
the Youth't Companion on tbe
growth
and value of the order in its
forty-[0ttr
years of existence. Mary Burriil gam

SKDOWICE, 244.

Hatter*

Oranges, do*

grange'

meeting.

HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
Following is the program for the meeting of Hancock Pomona grange with

KLL8WORTH

Potatoes, pk
Turnips, a
Beets,
Lettuce, head
CeLry, *-uncb

at the next

Kuud»;

Lotoging for home, oh happy condition 1
And Jesus, her Saviour, Redeemer and
Friend,
To join with the saints in that rapturoui
chorus,
In praise and thanksgiving that never will
There

degrees

The quotation* below fire the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.

Again oar

our

from

herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
has thousands of cores,to Its credit.
■A Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
to write her for advice.
She has
guided thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs. Pinkham. Lynn. Mass.
read with
Rose also

mcoun, 3W. worth
KLuiwoRra
AU member, of Nicolin
reqoeatod to be present at the next
tag, March 6, to decide on a bu.ldin/w
and other matters
pertaining to . ”
ball.

Umnge Deputy A. 1. Foss was here Friday evening, Feb. 25, and reorganized a
VERONA, 206.
Verona grange met Feb. 38 with thirty- grange with twenty-three in number,
five members and
one
visitor from taking the old name with the old charter
The officer- are:
Oastine grange present. Tbe final degrees of Deer Ial* grange.
were given to one candidate, and two mot e
Master, Theodore H. Thompson; overseer,
timer W. Hardy; lecturer, Mrs. Ada H.
were received. A harvest feast was served.
The contest entertainment between the Hardy; steward, John M. Ellis; assistant
married and the unmarried members will steward; Charles F. Gray; chaplain, Mrs.
take place March 12, if pleasant.
The Celia C. Hardy; treasurer, Cieorge L.
Hardy; secretary, Mrs. Flora O. Stinson;
losing side will furnish supper.
gate-keeper, Hosea W. Barbour: teres,
Mrs. Grace A. Haskell; Pomona. Mrs.
LAKE VIEW, 461, HAPPYTOWN.
Lake View grange met Saturday evening Charlene B. C. Lowe; Flore, Miss Una K.
with Past Master Herrick in the chair, Hardy; lady assistant steward, Mrs. Maud
twelve members and one visitor present A. Haskell.
There were visitors from

-Mrs. W. K.
Housn, 7 Eastview Ave., Cin-

has cured many cases of female

“Who did the most to make

country what it is to-day, Washington or
Lincoln?” was discussed by A. L. Saunders and John Hatch. A sketch of tbe
Mrs.
life of Washington was given by
Mary Grindle, music by U. Beulah Leach,
readings, songs, conundrums, stories and
an interesting paper on women's work.

of a severe female trouble by
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

fering

singing.

Tbe chopping bee at the grange hall
Saturday was a success, and a good lot of
wood was cut.

larities, periodic pains,backache,etc.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does Justice to

acuretnai win not nurt

Her

Kite

anything
|me
cure it

For 30 years

j

wood, N. J.

■he could not

out giving Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial. It surely

Tcwlay

|

dear

land backache.
|My doctor said

my whole system strengthened. I
advise all women who are afflicted
with tumors or female troubles to
try Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable
Mrs. E. F. Hates,
Compound.”
1890 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

j

tion Arm; has done a good deal ii
southeastern Alaska, and one of its
chief attractions to the natives, whc
are mnch like children In their pres
ent state of untraining, Is their outFor this reason in
ward symbol.
many of oar native fields tlie mission
arles have found Christian Endeavoi
badges a strong help. “For Christ and
the church” is a slogan that finds its
response in the hearts of the Alaskar
natives.—Christian Endeavor World.

euralgia pains,

Because your case is a difficult
one, doctors liaving done you no

Compound.

BOMB, 408, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange held its regular
meeting Feb. 28, with a good attendance,
and visitors from Alamooaook grange.
The committees
reported Anson M.
Cunningham ill. Voted a pound donation
be given at the grange hall Saturday evening; if stormy, the following Monday.
It is hoped a good number will respond.
Tbe program was not carried out, as the
lecturer was absent. Recess was devoted
HARVEST

|male troubles,

—Idirections and

made.
When opening a can of salmon, try cutting
it just below the top, on the side instead of in
the top, and the salmon will come out easy, as
in sorrow.
no rough edges bother.
To A. M. D., will say I knew her John when
Here is a new way with me to make cream
pie. You all know how to make the cake, so I a boy, as oar fathers’ land Joined. Am always
will leave that out, but it’s the cream, though
glad to hear from yon.
homb-madb
Silvbr pi lish—One
not “really truly cream". Take a good-sized
pint hot
apple or two, small ones, pare and core, grate it water in which potatoes h .ve been boiled, one
raw or cook it and add one cup sugar and the
pound of whiting, foar
tablespoonfals
ammonia, put in bottle and shake well before
white of one egg, then beat with an egg beater
Pour
some
into
a
until stiff enough to spread. You wHl need using.
dish, apply with
quite a large dish, as it swells a good deal. I soft cloih or brush, let dry, polish with
Who of the M. B.'shas hens and raise chick- j coarse flannel or soft linen. It will give the
ens? Who has an egg record? Would not j white lustrous appearance of new silver.
the best ways to feed given by different ones I made one-half recipe just to try, and it has
Ann.
proven fine.
be a benefit to lots. I have had quite an experience with them, and say they pay. I
Dear Aunt Madge:
would like to read about the care of flowers. |
1 don’t know as my turn has come quite so
I have thirteen house plants, but don't know
soon again, but I have been wanting to add a
very well how to care for them. I had them
word in memory of our dear E. A. G. I never
one winter in an old baby crib, baby fashion. I
I do love our column, and think Aunt had the pleasure of meeting her, but have'had
personal letters from her and al«*o a sweet
Emma’s selection for the New Year and “Up
in Maine’s" prayer lovely. Is it not nice we Christmas remembrance.
Although a sbut-in for so many years, she
have such to read. Can’t some one send in all
the words of “Count your many Blessings"? trusted in Jesus, the great burden-bearer,
There! I have asked so mueh and written so and dying to her meant simply putting off tbe
mortal with all its suffering and weakness
much no one will want to see me again.
and entering into a glorious immortality. We
A. G. R. B.
shall miss her letters to the column, and as 1
read what proved her last letter to us I was
Yes, we sfasll want to see and hear more
with the feeling that she was alabout these practical things, and it is a impressed
most home.
good times ol year to start queries in reWe extend our sympathy to the loved nnei
gard to seeds, and flowers, cut worms and who remain, and they have the blessed consoj
chickens. S. J. Y. is wishing she could lation that she is not lost, but only gone bemaks a rug, or rugs. That is another fore, where suffering and pain will nevei
more be hers to endure.
timely topic.
Longing for home, yet patiently waiting,
M. A. B. has been heard from. When I
Biding the time when the Master should say
received a letter from her with a postis ended.
mark plainly showing “Wall St. Sta. N. W’eary one, come, thy mission
Up to the brightness of infinite day.
Y.” my heart almost stood still, but she
does not seem to be “dabbling in stocks”, Longing for home and'faces of loved ones.
That passed on before to the land of the
and she says: “My love to all the H. B’s.
blest.
Please say to them that 1 am well and Her
spirt at last from earth’s fetters is broken
contented, and really happy, with very
And joyously enters the haven of rest.

GKBISTIAH KHDEATOB CHAPBL AT XASAAK

Tuesday, March 15-Meeting ol Hancock
Pomona grange with Brook 1 in grange,
Brooklin.
Wednesday, March 2— Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona grange with Bayside
grange, Ellsworth.

‘Mo one know*
that I hate sufered from fe-

■■

_

DATS.

of them.

|the

reason.

have

cook l.yma r.. nnanam s v egetame
X am a well
and
woman, the tumor was

j

t'God,

good

Hn. George May says:

wit® pain, soreness, bloating,
and could not
walk or stand on
my feet any
length of time. I
wrote to Mrs.
Pinkliam for advice, followed her

the plants, and will send it to me, I will praise
the M.B. column more than ever (if possible).
On my house plants there are little black flies
around the table, and in my rex begonia, my
favorite, there are tiny ones without wings.
I once had a tea rose that had
something
alive in the dirt, and a friend said to use lime
water, #eak, and I did and killed them, bat it
set back the rose. I thought. My begonia
is small, only three months old, and got its
leaves nipped by Jack Frost. It is just comtender I am afraid
?nd M

them so much in the winter. 1 do
enjoy Susan's letters so much. I wish she
would write more* I am glad AUnt Eunice
likes say way of making bread. It was new to
me, and I thought just the same the first I

one

Pink ham's Vegetable Compound
Is the best medicine in the world
for women—and
I feel it my duty
to let others
know the good it
has done for me.

speak,

nurse

reason

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

trial ?

a

srenuine and honest, too. everv
Mrs. 8. J. Bsrbcrnyi:

Thou knowest. Lord, how frail we are.
How prone to wander from thy side:
O, keep us safe within thy care.
Be Thou our Shield, our Friend, our Guide.

to

<mere«titt

cept by permission

giving Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable ComFor 30 years we have been publishing such
testimonial letters as these—thousands of them —they are

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
resection by the editor of the oolumn, bat none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The amekicam.
Ellsworth, Me.

-flgaih Christ through the Holy Spirit
memory of hi. A. G. you will all
to tenth (John a^i, IS,
*%Sa guidewhen
appreciation. Anon and Annt
He, the Spiftt of SUfg dp
“Howbelt,
have our
td exph?rffitoit'
sympathy.
Tputh. is come, He will guide you into
l ldffl fld^trs.
How t would like to livd
truth—
AU
all truth”).
truth—perfect
where I could have all I wanted and not have Dear Jti. fl:1*/
who does not desire it? The word of
inspired by the Holy Ghost and
applied by Him alone, can give It. In
the third place, Christ is our eternal

Thin column is devoi.'d to the Or*n(f«.
pvcisUy to the grrnnfc* of Hancock county.
The column is open to sJl grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of granfe meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed exof the writer. All com-

CONVINCING PROOF

MHelpful and Hopeful.”

uk iaowi oi

An

literary program followed.
«**

MADOK".

O, Saviour, teach us how to pray.
And choose the words that we should
While gathered here at close of day:
Thy throne of grace to humbly seek.

f the younger members.

among tt)e Grangers.

&&bntiafmtMs

filutudt Btne&t <fioinmn.

ENDEAVOR.

men and women
Every year thousands of__
die of kidney disease who might have been
cured if its presence had been discovered in
time and n prompt treatment with Kidneti
D you have backache, kidney
adopted.
trouble or other symptoms of kidney disease
begin using kidueta immediately. Druggiati
and dealers sell it for 86 cents.

Indigestion,

sour stomach,
constipationheadache, backache and a general mieJon know that the pleasiSHI*
ant
herb tea. Lane’s Family Medicine CLanes
Tea, move the bowels each day and will re-

then

all these troubles almost immediately*
If yon do not know it. get a
package to-day at
any druggist's or dealer’s
move

(3k)?

disordered

disappear

few doses of

SkechamZ
sm

quickly and
thoroughly. Salves, ointments and
washes never cure a pimply faceYou must get the poison out of the
s
which do the work

This is what Beecham
Pills do. They move the bowels,
start the bile, carry off the impu rities,
cleanse and vitalize the blood and

system.

Beautify the
Complexion
A Raliablc

Ratty

von

CATARRH

ai’s Crc» Bala
i_

«•*•» Relist at One*.
It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased memhrana rennltiiw from Catarrh and drive*
away aCold in the Head quickly. ResU’rr*
the Senses of Taste and Smell Fu.l
50 eta. at Druggists or by mail. Lki’u“
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 eta.
Ely Brothers. 56 Warren Street, New York_

Would lavs Goat Bias His Lift.
www Bowman,
Oscar
ucwuuu,
wriwa:
M1
—j
ouwiub, Lebanon,
Ky., writes:
have used Foley's Kidney Remedy and take
great pleasure In stating It cured me permaof kidney disease which certainly
nently
>uld have ooet me my life.” G. A. Pa sen an.
*-

A MIGHT ALARM,
than

iFSiVai

MS“TUtSd

an alarm
”

if**

of Are at night is thi
mother!
orSSP; Careful
thr house ant
°* d»“Ser.
Foley'i
“*“*

,“d

in

S*rA.h“a^.““y

wire collected
J*®*
Inspector began Us

The Right
of Search
1

And the Woman Who Would
xry to Do a Little Smuggling.
By A. S. CROCKETT.
Copyright. 1»W, by

American

Pram

Association.

~Bo sure." Mrs. Jeffreys read from
"to declare evbcr husband'* letter,
«ythlng. The cuatoma Inspectors are
the alert The new collector la car-

on

law to the letter, and
tying out the
there is no chance of getting a 'free enI spoke to Senatoi
try’ this year.
Jones about It and he assured me that,
while he would be glad to give me the

Mme sort of letter as last year, it
would be worthless.
“Let s see." she reflected. “Of conn*
l can wear the traveling drees ashore
end then 1 can also wear that deal
little turban. I must moss both np a
bit and I.can break the feather In the
tnrhan. so that tbs hat will not look

end the caitooi

examination. He
looked at Mr*. Jeffreys’
declaration,
end aa hla eyesight was
none of the
best be found only what she
bad listed.
Then he called an appraiser to
pass upon the value of the goods de-

clared.

The latter gave a
sharp look at Mrs.
who was talking very
volubly
to her husband and
telling him in a
tone that was audible some distance
away how she had taken his advice
and declared everything. The
official
peered into the trunk that was nearest
bim and then wrote
something in red
ink on the bottom of the
declaration.

Jeffreys,

Then the inspector carefully
placed a
label on each of the
packages showlng that they had been passed, and
Mrs. Jeffreys In her relief,
forgetting
her own precious cargo,
plumped her-

self down upon a trunk.
Crash! The bottom of a vase dropped upon the pier and rolled some distance away. Mr. Jeffreys had
gone to
look for a porter. His wife started to
make a rush for the broken piece, but
as she did so a keen
eyed man wbo
was standing near
anticipated ber.
“Is that yours, madam ?’ he de-

manded.
Mrs.

Jeffreys hesitated.

said, with

a

“Will you

"Yes," aha

gasp.

kindly

show me the other

part of itr
“Heloise!” she called.
“Oui, madame,” answered her meld
“nave yon bought mnch In Parle foi

yourself?”

“Non. madame; jns’ a leetie lace.”
“Then yon mast take one of my
trnnks for yourself and pack some ot
my things In It I will tell you which

later."
herself. Mrs. Jeffreys reher addition, subtraction and
division.
“Let's see. $100 for each passenger.
That makes $200 for Heloise and myself. That black silk alone cost that
much, while the other dresses costlet’s see-400 francs plus MO, plus 750
Five into sixteen goes
That's 1.650.
three times, carry one. Why. 330 plus
200 equals $530, and. merciful heavens. that doesn't count lingerie oi
stockings or’’— And her glance encountered two beautiful Sevres vase*
standing on the mantel. She gave a
scream that brought Heloise to the
Left

to

gomes

door.
“It Is nothing. 1—I thought I saw a
mouse."
Heloise picked up ber skirts and fled.
*'Ah. those vases!" Mrs. Jeffreys resumed. “How on earth am X ever going to get them In? The duty on them
alone would be more than $100. I.et
me think.
No.” after a pause. “I could
not conceal them.
Well, let me make
the best I can out of the other things.
1 can put the black silk
Let's see.
down at. say, $50. The materials did
sot cost more than $30. I am sure;
the other dresses $30, $35 and $-10, not
counting the one I shall wear. That
makes $155 altogether.
The lingerie
—well, we can change the appearance
of most of that by robbing it on the
carpet, and the rest 1 can divide between Heloise and myself In such a
way that 1 can list the bats and the
stockings for $40.”
Then she thought of the vases again.
Mrs. Jeffreys was still thinking of
the vases when the steamship left
Cherliourg, and she thought of little
else for the first three days.
Women
homeward bound are sometimes a little talkative when It comes to discussing great bargains they have picked
up. but Mrs. Jeffreys maintained a
strict silence on this topic, even when
ber friend Mrs. Burroughs confessed
that she had bought lots of things, Including yards and yards of lace, and,
as for simply paying duty, she would
see congress and the
president In very
hot regions before she would give up
a cent,
"I shall conceal the lace on
my person.” she confided. “I have a
dress that I am taking home to mother. who, you know. Is larger than I,
and on the morning we land you will
•ee an

extremely matronly person going down the gangplank If you watch
me, my dear.”
-“*»■

ad, ir sne naa

signea.
not bought those vases!
A thought struck her.
Why not car
ry those vases ashore, after all? She
excused herself and went to her stateroom, where, after locking the door,
she took the two exquisite ornaments
from a traveling bag.
She removed her skirts. Then she
took a strap from the bag and fastened one end to a vase and the other
to a belt. The other she fastened simUarlj-, so that one hung from the front
and the other from the back.
Then
she put on her skirts again and walked
about the room.
“I have It at last,” she exclaimed
Joyfully, "only I must be careful about
joureys

Walking.”

That day she ate the first hearty
of her voyage, and when in
the afternoon the declarations were
Passed about to be filled by the passengers she made hers out in the fashion she had planned in Paris.
Mrs. Jeffreys did not complete hei
toilet on the morning the ship arrived until the vessel was coming up
from quarantine. Then she went below, locked her door and slipped into
the harness she had invented.
She went down the
gangway so
care; ally that her husband, who was
■t the foot, asked in
great concern:
7What is the matter? Hurt yourself?
ton seem lame.”
“It Is nothing,” she assured him.
u
Just a touch of rheumatism.”
While they were waiting under the
letter ”J” for their baggage to be as
■embled her husband solicitously urged
her to sit on a trunk and
spread a
■teemer rug for her.
“No." she said; “I feel much better
■feuding." At the same time she felt
** if she must
sink, for the two vases,
feuhy light, now weighed a hundreo
Pounds each.
R was an age before the trunks and

luncheon

The woman almost fainted.
“Why.
It Isn’t possible—it—er—it’s In
my
trunk!” she finally managed to get out
“I am sorry, madam, but I must see
the other part of this Vase. Will
you
open your trunk?’
Mrs. Jeffreys handed Urn the keys.
“Which one?’
.inis—no, that—no, the other one.
Merciful heavens, what shall 1 do?”
And Mrs. Jeffreys sank weeping on
one of her trunks Just as her husband
came back with a porter.
“What Is this? Who are you?” he
demanded of the other man. The latter showed him the shield of a special
officer of the treasury. "I must see
the other part of this vase." he repeated to the husband. Mr. Jeffreys,
protesting, gave him his card.
“I would advise you to make no
scene,” the "special” told him. “There
are lots of reporters about here, and
they would be only too glad of a
chance for a sensational story."
He went away and returned with a
uniformed Inspector, not the old man
who had made the previous inspection,
but a younger. “Uere," be told him,
“get this woman's declaration and relnspect those trunks.” The "special”
stood by while each article was being
turned out in a heap on the pier. He
fingered the dresses and looked at the
declaration. Then he took up several
pieces of lingerie and examined them

closely.
“Ha. not worn! Apparently rubbed
the floor to give them that appearance.
See anything of that broken
vase?”
"No,” the inspector replied, “but
here Is a lot of lace.” It was that belonging to Uelolse.
"Tell the appraiser In charge to
come here.”
The latter was soon bending over
the pile of finery. lie looked at each
garment separately and then put dowD
a lot of figures.
"The total is $700,” the "special"
Informed Mrs. Jeffreys. “Under the
law we have a perfect right to seize
the contents of the trunk, but to avoid
unnecessary notoriety we will permit
you to pay the duty and take the
trunks away with you. Walt a moment; I forgot. We have not found
that broken vase.” He turned to Mrs.
on

Jeffreys.
“Let me go aboard the steamship,"
she begged, "and 1 will find it foi

you.”
"I

have no objection, madam,
“but an inspector must

replied,

ne
ac-

company you.”
Mrs. Jeffreys started back. "Oh, horrors! Never!” she protested.
"A woman inspector, madam,” the
But Mrs. Jef“special” explained.
freys still protested vigorously. Mr.
Jeffreys, feeling that the scene had
gone far enough, demanded to see the
official In charge of the pier.
“I regret It. sir.” he said, “but your
wife will have to accompany the woman inspector on board the ship and
be searched.”
It Is best not to follow the two woThe inmen Into that stateroom.
spectress came out with a broken
Sevres vase and a whole one and several pairs of stockings.
"Now, madam,” said the "special,”
“we shall not take into account the
new dress and hat you are wearing.
Under the circumstances 1 think you
would prefer to have us seize what Is
Now, if
left of the 'pair1 of vases.
your husband will step to the cashier’s office and pay the duty on $100
worth of goods, less $200 worth allowed for yourself and maid, 1 think
the requirements of the law will be
met.”
When they had got into their carriage Mr. Jeffreys turned to his wife

Bternly.
“Why did you not do

as

I told you?”

he demanded.
She disregarded his question. “Oh,
the horrible customs laws of this country! They are enough to make an
American deny that he Is such!" she
exclaimed.
“Yes; that Is just the way a woman
would put it” her husband returned.
“On the other hand, suppose the treasto the
ury agent had handed us over

newspapers.”

“Oh. don’t! I can’t bear it!” She
hurled her face in her hands and shudlered. “Oh, Gerald. I have been punished enough! Just forgive me, and
1*11 promise never to buy a single thing
In Paris again!”
And Mr. Jeffreys, being a tender
hearted man and tolerant of woman’s
little weaknesses and, besides, having
an eye to future economies, promptly
absolved her.

Saved by
A Parrot
But There Were Link* Be*
tween the Bird and
the Outcome.

By ANDREW C. EWING.
Copyright. 1910. by American Preee
Association.

On either aide of New York harbor,
commanding the Narrow*, la a fort
That on the east shore la called Fort
Hamilton, that on the west Fort
Wadsworth. These forts are at all
times garrisoned by United States
troops.
There lived some years ago neat
Fort Hamilton a widow named Hammond, whose boy, Robert, growing np
In dose proximity to an army post,
imbibed a taste for a military life.
When he became eighteen years of age
he went Into the fort one day and enlisted and then went home and told his
mother what be had done.
Robert

Hammond

was

a

steady

young fellow and,

having received a
pretty good education, resolved to try
for promotion through the noncommissioned to the commissioned grades.
He had become a corporal when that
happened which sometimes makes and
sometimes breaks a man—he got a
sweetheart. Nancy Alvord was about
Hammond’s age and a lovely girl.
Nevertheless she was the cause of his
getting Into trouble.
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Is a multitude of shows. Is but a few
miles from Fort Hamilton, and one
summer day when the young soldier
had leave to go where he liked between midday and 9 p. m. he called
for Nancy, and together they stepped
on an electric car for a visit to the isRobert bad money enough in
land.
his pocket to enable them to take in
most of tho shows, nnd so great was
their enjoyment that the time passed
The
more rapidly than they realized.
days were at the time at their longest,
and this, too, bad something to do with
their mistaking the hour. At any rate,
when there was still twilight they
heard a clock strike 9.
Robert's heart sank within him. His
leave bad expired, and he would not
be able to reach the fort in less than
half an hour. He would be "broken”
—that is, reduced to a private—and his
dream of becoming a commissioned officer was at an end. At any rate, be
would be obliged to begin all over and
by a long period of good behavior get
again in line.
“Very well, Nancy,” he said; “I may
as well be hanged for a sheep as a
lamb. We'll stay here as long as we
like.”
Nancy endeavored to induce him to
go back at once, but he would not.
So they ordered a supper and after
that continued to enjoy themselves at
the various places designed for the
double purpose of giving people pleasWhen
ure and getting their money.
the money was mostly spent they took
a car and went home.
Passing a saloon kept by one Murphy, Robert wished to go in and get a glass of beer, but
Nancy dissuaded him. Robert left her
at her house, then went to his mother’s.
Though it was late, Mrs. Hammond
was just about going to bed. Robert
told her that he had broken his leave.
Mother-like, she persuaded him to go
to his own room that he had occupied
as a boy and remain there overnight.
He did so nnd in the morning overslept. Then his mother begged him to
take breakfast at home. By the time
he reached the fort it was long past
reveille roll call.
Robert was put in arrest And what
was his astonishment when told that
the saloon keeper, Murphy, had been
murdered the night before, that some
shreds of blue uniform and several
army buttons had been found neai
the body and a soldier answering his
description had been seen near the
saloon.
A lie
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at the prospect of being reduced to the
ranks. There could be no doubt of his
proving that be had not been in Murphy’s saloon and that he had been
with his sweetheart and later with his
mother. lie gave the captain the address of both women and told him to
go and ask bis mother and Nancy It
he had not been with them during the
night of the murder.
The officer, in order that there might
be no collusion between Robert and
the others, said nothing about the
charge of murder to either woman in
order to better conceal ids object. He
told them that the soldier was in danger of being tried for desertion. Both
women knew enough of army offenses
to understand that deseftion was a so
rious charge. Neither knew what reason Robert had given his superiors foi
his absence, and both feared to say
anything about him for fear of disproving what he had himself said.
The consequence was that both denied
having seen him the night before.
This was quite enough to convict
him, if not of the murder, certainly of
falsely accounting for his absqpce. He
was turned over to the civil authorities to be tried for murder.
It would be impossible to give an
Idea of the anguish of the mother and
sweetheart when they learned of the
real charge that had been made
against the son of the one and lover
of the other and that they had put it
out of their power to prove an alibi
for him and In this way establish his
innocence. They were visited by Robert's attorney and questioned. It was
evident to them that he did not be-

lieve the reason they gave (Or telling
hie captain that they had not seen him
daring the night of the murder, and il
would not have made any difference 11
he had believed them. They bad made
a statement and could not contradict
it before a Jury and expect the contra
diction to be considered evidence.
Nancy Alvord. after ber terror at hei
lover’s position and ber chagrin at
having denied that she bad been witt
him had in a measure subsided, began
to think of some way to prove the un
truth of her Qrst story. This led bei
to read carefully the newspaper ac
counts of tbe murder, and she saw
which was
that Murphy’s watch,
found In hiu vest pocket, bad stopped
at thirty-seven minutes after 10. Bh«
remembered bearing a clock strike 11
while on the car returning from tht
island. This was fixed In her mind by
the fact that she expected a scolding
on ber return home for having stayed
out so late.
The civil authorities considered that
Murphy’s watch marked the time ol
his death. The murder occurred in an
upper room used for card playing, nc
one but the murderer and the murdered man being present. That there
had been a scuffle was evident from
the shred of uniform and buttons
picked up on the floor. The watch had
undoubtedly stopped during this scuffle. At thirty-seven minutes after l(t
on that eventful evening, with a limit
of ten minutes either way, Robert and
Nancy had been among the shows at
Coney Island. They had passed Murphy’s saloon at about twenty minutes
past 11. Bad Nancy not been hand!
capped by her first statement she
could have told a perfectly straight
story that would have tallied with the
facts and exonerated her lover.
The next move she made was to gc
to Coney Island and visit the attendants upon the various shows with a
view to finding some one who bad
seen her there with a soldier and If
possible to secure that soldier’s identiShe
fication as Robert Hammond.
went over the ground, but found no
one who remembered her or her soldier escort.
As the day for the trial drew neai
the result looked black for the young
soldier. His mother was In agony ovei
the situation, which was rendered
more excruciating by the fact that in
her effort to shield her son she had
put it out of her power to save him.
The morning before the trial Nancy
was sitting by her open window overlooking the lower bay, trying to think
of her problem. A woman came to a
window of the house opposite and
a parrot cage containing a parThe woman
rot beside the window.
left, and the parrot began to chatter.
Nancy Jumped from her .seat, dashed
into an adjoining room, seized her hat,
flew downstairs out into the street
and boarded a car for Coney Island.
What she did there will appear at
the trial, which was called in the
criminal court the next day.
A Jury had been Impaneled and the
prosecutor had stated the case for the
state and had produced his witnesses.
They were but few and stated only
what has been thus far given. Then
the prisoner’s counsel took up the case
for the accused, calling him to the
He asked Robert a
witness stand.
number of Irrelevant questions not apparently bearing on the caee. requiring
him to give long explanations. Finally the state attorney objected to the
questioning as irrelevant, and the
judge sustained the objection. Then
the counsel called Nancy to the witness stand and pursued exactly the
same course with her till another objection was raised and sustained.
“Where were you,” asked the counsel of Nancy, “on the night of the 16th
of June between 10 and 11 o'clock?”
“At Coney Island."
“Who was with you?”
“The accused, Robert Hammond.”
“That will do.”
At a sign from the attorney a phonograph was brought into court and set
An operator put Its ma
on a table.
chlnery in motion, and a voice, plainly
What had
Nancy’s, began to talk.
been spoken In the machine was of
no importance, detached sentences ex
pressive of the pleasure to be derived
at visiting Coney Island.
Then another voice was switched on.
Every one started. It was the voice of
Robert Hammond.
“I’m a soldier. I am. Got leave till 9
o’clock, and here I am at 10:30 talking
into a phonograph machine. I'll be
broke tomorrow. I will. My chevrons
will come off. and I'll serve the balance
of my enlistment as a high private in
the rear rank. Come, Nancy; let’s get
along to the next show.”
“Your honor,” said the counsel fot
the defense. “I made the jury familiar with the voices of my two witnesses that they might recognize them
In this phonograph, which I propose
by Its operator to prove received the
voices at Coney Island about the time
the murder was committed.”
Robert was acquitted. He had been
saved by the squawky voice of the
parrot that had brought to Nancy’s
mind the phonograph, thus suggesting
that they had talked in one on that
eventful evening.
Robert Hammond’s captain was so
chagrined at the jeopardy in which ha
had placed the young man by the way
he had approached bis mother and
sweetheart for evidence that he interested himself in the soldier’s behalf,
promoting him rapidly as a noncommissioned officer and coaching him
for his examination for lieutenant
Hammond, with his wife. Nancy, are
bow stationed on the Pacific coast.
The murderer of Murphy turned out
to be a militiaman who bad been oft
on an excursion with his company.
He had gone to Murphy’s saloon,
played and lost to Murphy himself
and In a burst of passion killed him.
Acting suspiciously, he was finally
accused of the murder, tiled and con-

A Cod Llvor Oil Fiond.
"When I vat anaemic,” said a pale
man, “I took cod liver oil. I had a
careless habit of leaving the oil uncorked, and It began to disappear.
Borne one was drinking it There was
a cod liver oil fiend in the bouse. I decided to trap the thief,” he went on,
gazing thoughtfully at his large white
feet, “and one night I purposely drank
two cups of black coffee So as to keep
awake. Gentlemen, you will hardly believe what happened. The thief was a
rat—a big, sleek, fat rat The oil, I
guess, had agreed with him. As I
watched him from the bed be leaped
silently on to the bureau, dipped his
tali in the bottle, lifted it out and
licked it clean, and then dipped and
licked it again and again till a good
two inches of the oil was gone.”—Ex-

change.

The ipool bar mill of V. K. Nason A Son
in Howland waa burned Thursday night.
The low ia (8,000, with no insumoee.
The Maine
branch of the BufMo
Fertilizer Co. of New York, at Houlton,
waa burned laat Wedneedav. The loaa, including stock on hand, ia eatimated at
between (200,000 and (250,000, partially
inaured.
Three large etore honaea, containing
10,000 barrela of potatoea, valued at (13420,
were burned Sunday at Belvidere aiding
near

The loaa on the build-

Ialand Falla.

ings waa (7,500; inanranoe
and oontenta, (13,600.

on

buildings

Eiateen ouncaa of per'ormaneo to every
pound of promite in the advertisements
of THE AMERICAN.

Trees That Explode,
All lightning blasted trees explode as
overcharged boilers do. The flame of
the lightning does not burn them up,
nor does the electric flash split them

atobtrtiotmtnU.
How often do yon
eat this food?

like an ax. They simply explode,
charged, as may be a boiler with
steam. The lightning is conducted into
the damp interstices of the trunk and
into the hollows under the bark. Its
over-

A abort time ago there appeared In
the columns of one of the prominent
magazines an article on building brain
and muscle by the proper selection of
the foods you eat.

tremendous heat at once turns all the
moisture in those cramped spaces into
steam. This steam in its immediate
explosion blows the tree asunder.—
Philadelphia Bulletin.

A good many people

were

surprised

to find oatmeal placed at the top of the
fist of foods recommended; but if the
article had appeared in an English or
Scotch paper every reader would have
expected to see first place given to

The First Day Out.
Steward—Did you ring, sir? Traveler—Tee, steward, I—I rang. Steward
—Anything I can bring you, sir? Traveler—Tes, st-steward.
Bring me a
continent, if you have one, or an Island
—anything, steward, so 1-lul-long as it’s
solid. If you can’t, sus-sink the ship.—
London Tit-Bits.

good oatmeal.

As a matter of fact Great Britian
and Europe come to us for tremendous
quantities of Quaker Oats because it
represents to them perfect food, being
the richest in flavor and best in cleanliness and purity, of all oatmeals.
Convenience and economy are served

the
by
10c

way it is packed—regular size
and large size family
55

packages
packages, 26c.

The more eyes an advertisement catehee
the more douare it is worth.

I WARREN TOPPAN, Lynn, Mass.
t_urea oi severe

cold and

compouna

cough by

VtTol

••Prom Dec. 20, ’08, to March 1, *09,
I had three bad colds, one on top of the
other. I got so weak I could hardly
get around. Nothing seemed to help
The
me until I began to take Vlnol.
change waa magic. Three bottles completely fixed that compound cold and

hung

Ticted.

K1TTBBY TO CABIBOU.

stopped the terrible cough—and what
me most, at the same time
it cured me of a severe stomach trouble
that has bothered me for 20 years.

surprises

Vinol Is certainly a wonderful medicine."
Mr. Toppan is one of Lynn’s most prominent and

merchants, whose word is

as

good

as

his bond.

highly respected

The reason Vinol is so successful in such cases is because it
contains the two most world-famed tonics—the medicinal, strengthOil and Tonic Iron.
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Your Money Back It Yon Are Not Satisfied.

GEO. A. PARCHER, Druggist, Ellsworth.

Don’t Fool with

Grippe

check Grippe, Bronchitis, Tonsilitis and many
other similar troubles if you
take Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
internally. As soon as your eyes
water and your head and bones
ache, you know you’re in for Grippe.
That’s the time to use this famous

YOU

can

|_

99-year-old remedy.
It also affords quick relief from
Colic, Cholera Morbus. Cramps,
etc., when taken internally.
Inflammation, sprains, burns,
cuts

and

bruises,

etc.,

should

always be bathed with

11;

rV 'xU

JOHNSON'S!
anodyne
25c and 50c

LINIMENT
a

H3ai‘Soisss P’H?r

bottle.

1. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

are best of all laxativt
Sure relief ir-.v 1
pation, Biliousness, etc.

.WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
European* $1.00 per day and up
American* 92.50 per day and up

Where the Finest
Flour is Made
“The bre^d-making qualities of flour
due entirely to the kind of wheat.
Nature gives to wheat, and flour, all the

are

■trength they possess.”

R. James Aiirrnathky,
in “The American Miller."

TELL FLOUR is
made from the finest specially
selected OHIO Red Winter
Wheat.
President John W. Burk,
who personally inspects the wheat
offered for this famous flour, has an
experience of 45 years at the business.
Every shipment of grain must come
up to the long established William
Tell standard in every respect.
Ask any expert. He will tell you that
the whitest—most delicious bread—the
lightest biscuits, the kind that melt in
your mouth—are made from the flour of
this wheat. That's the only kind that
goes into—

WILLIAM

William Tell
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME.

Midway between Broad Street
Station and Reading Terminal
on Filbert Street
The only moderate priced hotel of
reputation and consequence in

PHILADELPHIA

VEALS
Send

us

VEALS, EQG8 and all FARM
PRODUOT8.
Good prices and prompt returns.
Market reports, stencils, tags, etc.,
furnished free.

HYDE, WHEELER CO.
41 North Market

STRICTLY

St., Boaton, Man.,

COMMISSION.

of the doctor’* nomination, the democrat*. ezoept in ward 4, have made no
nominations, and thus the situation is

9t)f (trUswortt) American

•tary

—

REPUBLICAN TICKET.

■ ■

■

1

GIRLS—For

Oriental Rug Works

I

—'

farOfe.

OBITUARY

tf Urfy HmiWwi.
The story of Amy Lyon, the daughMBS. HAST A. WHl'ITAKWL
ter of the humble Cheshire villager,
Mrs. Mary A. Whittaker, Ellsworth’s
who by her wondrous beauty rose to oldest resident, died Thursday forenoon
▲ LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
Maine on the St. John waters and its happily relieved of the excitement
Mrs.
a pitch of European renown, la an as- at her home on the Bayside road.
PUBLISHED
a spring election in
in
the
manufactured
be
attending
usually
tributaries
tonishing Instance of beauty’s power. Whittaker was in the ninety-eighth year
ST SKY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
will
Ellsworth.
State, but all the transportation
The future Lady Hamilton was chris- | of her age. She was a native of EllsAT
No encomium of the nominee is tened
be carried ou by railroads in Maine.
Amy, but after trying the vari- worth, and all her long and useful life had
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
If our friend from York will examine necessary; his capacity as a munici- ous changes of Amyly. Emyly and been passed here.
BT TUB
I
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
tbe provisions of the last tariff bill he pal officer has been tested, and the Emily finally adopted Emma and, I
Mrs. WhitUker wss one who grew old
surname,
the
also
of
of
a
the
benefit
have
will
wishing
change
mod
Manager.
how
F. W. ROLLINS. Editor
again
can see for himself
important city
beautifully. Except for her hearing, she
j
six- ! retained her faculties and health to a
same qualifications which have made christened herself Hart when at
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
tbis is to Maine.
teen she came to London as lady’s marked degree to within a few weeks of
The senator has also been instru- him a successful business as well as
After an extraordinary career her death.
maid.
Subscription Price—#2.00 a year; #1.00 for six mental in
providing for an inter- professional man.
months, 30 oents for three months; If raid
sf vicissitudes she came under the proDuring the past two years she had been
•Cricilv In advance. #1 30, 75 and SS cents national tribunal which has put an
With him a strong board of aldertection of the Hon. Charles Grevllle. called to
respectively Single copies 5 cents. All arpart with four of those nearest
nominated
has been
George who introduced her to Romney, who
rearages are reckoned at the rate of #3 per end to the lumber wars on the St. men
dearest
to her. Her son, Capt. M. M.
and
R.
year.
was Inspired by her loveliness to paint
John, and which in due time will re- A. Parcber in ward 1; Prank
Whitaker, with whom she was living,
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
in from her some of his finest pictures.
made known on application.
A month later a
port treaty provisions protecting Moore in ward 2; Ira B. Hagan, jr.,
died in October, 1908.
ward 3; George W. Patten in ward 4, Bbe also sat to Reynolds. Hoppner and
interest of the State.
every
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Margaret J. Whitin
Business communications should be addressed
artists
S.
numerous
ward
and
to
in
Lawrence
Small
William
There are scores of other important and
taker, died suddenly, and in April last a
#0. and all checks and money orders made payItaly when at twenty-eight she had granddaughter, Mrs. Alice Whittaker
able to The Hancock County Publishing
subjects of legislation which, on a Messrs. Hagan and Small are mem- become
ambassador
of
the
Oo., Ellsworth. Maine.
wife
the
Lewis, died. The flnai blow came with
careful examination of congressional bers of the present board, and have
Hamilton.
Sir William
the death on Nov. 23 last of her daughMessrs. Moore at Naples,
be cited in answer served with credit.
might
proceedings,
thereafter
and
she
met
There
Nelson,
This week’s edition of The
ter, Mrs. Arvilla W. Swan, who had deto Mr. Foss’ inquiry, but as we wish to and Patten have served in previous her
history is tntwlned with his own. voted the last years of ber life to her
make early answer to him, we do not boards. Mr. Parcher is the only un- She was obliged at fifty to Bee from
American is 2,400 copies.
aged mother, and was living alone with
think it necessary to go further into tried member, but as a life-long resi- her creditors to Calais, where she died her at the time of her death.
1
business
and
successful
dent
man,
Strand
Mag*line.
in 1815.—London
2,395 details.
Prom this shock Mrs. Whittaker never
Average for the year of 1909,
It Is difficult, perhaps, fully to real- there can be no doubt as to his fitness.
recovered. She had ever since been conJust what ward 4 democrats have
Wane and Arkansas.
ize the influence and power of an old
fined to ber bed, and gradually failing.
WEDNESDAY MARCH 2, 1910.
Every town has a right to pronounce A granddaughter, Mrs. Mary Oappelle, of
senator, who is trusted by his associ- “op their sleeve’’ in making nominaIts name in its own way, but Texans Boston, came to tenderly care for her durates in all matters of important legis- tions does not appear. Should their
never seemed to get together on the
ing her last days.
lation. A point in instance occurred candidates be elected, it would avail
pronunciation of the name “Waco."
Mrs. Whittaker was the eldest of the
the other day, which shows the weight him or his party little, if anything.
Years ago Texas was represented by thirteen children of Stephen Q. WoodElection, Monday, March 7, 1910. of Senator Hale in the councils of the Besides, what’s the matter with Mr.
two senators, one of whom called the
ward, one of the early residents of EllsSenate chamber. The bill which he Patten, anyhow?
town “Way-ks,” whereas the other In- worth. She is survived by three sisters—
FOR MAYOR.
sisted It was “Wack-ko." The reading Mrs. Andrew
reported from the committee on naval
ALEXANDER C. HAGERrHY.
LoTell, of Cambridge,
The Merchants’ association, and the clerks had a merry time. If the word
affairs to tbe Senate, exceptional in
Mrs. Laura Lewis, of Worcester,
Mass.;
Ward 1.
its character and with hardly a prece- special committee of that organisa- were read one way the opposing sena- Mass.; snd Mrs. Khoda Eaton, of Boston.
For Alderman—George A. Parcher.
would make a complaint, and vice She leaves one son—Charles F. Whittaker,
dent, placing Commander Peary, a tion, are to be congratulated on the tor
For Warden—Milton Beckwith.
versa.
of Boston, and several grandchildren,
resident of Maine, on the retired list unqualified success of the food fair.
For Ward Clerk—Benjamin S. Stevens.
It recalls the time when Arkansas
and
great-greatgreat-grandchildren
For Constable—Samuel E. Chapman.
as a rear-admiral of the navy, was ac- It was well conceived and well carried
was represented In the senate by GarIV a rd 2.
cepted by the Senate and passed unan- out, and, happily, proved to be a fl land and Walker. One Insisted that grandchildren. was
the oldest member
Mrs. Whittaker
imously on Senator Hale’s report and nancial success.
For Alderman—Frank R. Moore.
the state should be called "Arkansas,” of the
Baptist church of Ellsworth, and
For Warden—Henry A. Eppes.
request. Does any friend of ComJust as It Is spelled. The other always a woman of high principles and fine charThe republicans of Bangor have Insisted upon “Arkansaw.” John J.
mander Peary believe that any new
For Ward Clerk—John F. Royal.
acter.
For Constablesenator, no matter how able and in- renominated John F. Woodman for Ingalls, who was presiding officer of
Funeral services were held at the house
matthe
Ward .S'.
bad
those
senate
In
the
for
a
fourth
term.
days,
have
of
could
dustrious he might be,
Bangor
mayor
Saturday afternoon, llev. P. A. A. Killam
he
that
a
For Alderman—Ira B. Hagan, jr.
to
such
ter
down
nicety
will
this?
And all Maine
done
officiating. Her son Charles, and a grandFor Warden—Levi W. Bennett.
would recognize the one as “the senaTo Talk on Orcharding.
thank the senator for his work in tbis
son, Fred P. Whittaker, of Boston, were
other
the
For Ward Clerk—Martin A. Garland.
‘Arkansas'
and
from
tor
The farmers’ institute to be held in Ellshere to attend the funeral.
matter.
beFor Constable’Arkansaw.’
from
as
“the
senator
worth on Tuesday, March 29, under the
.name !
rrominent gentlemen rrom
senator
Ward 4.
each
careful
to
give
ing very
:
of the board of trade, ought to be
ANDREW J. LARKIN.
who have visited Washington lately auspices
For Alderman—George W. Patten.
Andrew J., son o( the Ute Patrick
attended by everybody in the county who his favorite pronunciation.—WashingFor Warden—Eugene H. Moore.
Louis
star.
say that the senator is in entire har- is interested in
ton
Cor.
St.
orcharding—for that is
Larkin, o( Ellsworth, died at his home in
For Ward Clerk—Asa W. Maddocks.
mony with the President, and that he to be the chief topic.
Portland Monday, of pneumonia, aged
For Constable—Fred James.
senator.
is consulted as often as any
State entoOpened Hie Eyes.
Prof. K. F. Hitchings,
about fifty-five years.
Ward ).
The dapper llttie traveling man
The social relations of the President mologist, will make the principal address,
Mr. Larkin was a native ot Ellsworth.
For Alderman—William Small.
looked
and his family with Senator Hale and and Commissioner Gilman writes that glanced at the menu and then
He had been employed in Portland some
For Warden—Charles E. Alexander.
lithis family are very close and always Prof. Gardner, of the University of at the pretty waitress. “Nice day,
years as superintendent ol telephone lineFor Ward Clerk—John A. Lord.
He leaves a widow and (our
men.
Maine, will also make an address. It is tle one,” he began.
cordial.
For Constable—Dorephns L. Fields.
“Tea, it is," she answered, "and so children.
When Senator Hale briefly address- hoped that Dr. G. M. Twitcbell, the wellwas yesterday, and my name is Ella,
known pomologist, will also be present.
Funeral services were held this morning
ed the State committee recently in
and I know I'm a little peach and at the home in
Senator Hale’s Services.
An informal meeting for the exhibition
Portland, followed by rehe
that
Taft
stated
President
Augusta
have pretty blue eyes, and I’ve been
of fruit, and for “touching elbows”, is to
quiem high mass at St. Dominic’s church.
(Portland Express. 1
is the head of his party; that he is a
here quite awhile and like the place, The remains will be
be arranged for on the morning of the
brought to Ellsworth
Senator Hale’s services in Congress, sound
republican, and that his policies 29th. There will formal sessions afternoon and I don't think I’m too nice a girl to for interment.
ten
in
the
House
of'
covering
years
commend themselves to the republi- and evening. Supper, free to those from be working in a hotel. If 1 did I'd quit
Representatives, and twenty-nine can party, and that upon national is- out of town attending the institute, will my Job. And my wages are satisfacMRS. HARRIET E. BOWDEN.
tory, and 1 don't know If there is a
years in the Senate, have been so con- sues the next election in Maine must be furnished by the board of trade.
Mrs. Harriet E. Bowden, one of Ellsshow or a dance in town tonight, and
nected with all important legislation be conducted in
is
in
affair
this
interested
Everybody
worth's oldest residents, died Sunday, in
support of the PresiIf there Is I shall not go with you.
that a reference to current documents dent. The senator also there stated urged to give it the widest publicity.
the eightieth year of her age. She had
and I’m from the country, and I’m a
enables
the Express-Advertiser to j that he had no
lived a quiet, helpful life, devoted for
apprehension that exand my brother is
respectable
girl,
Tree Reunion.
Pine
■answer our friend from York county. President Roosevelt
years to her invalid husband and to her
would be a canhe weighs 200
cook
in
this
and
hotel,
26
Feb.
Mass.,
(special)—
Ashlaxd,
home.
The Congressional directory, acces- didate for the
presidency against The tenth annual reunion of the Pine Tree pounds, and last week he wiped up
She leaves two sons-Cgpt. J. Atwood
sible to everybody, shows that Sena- President
Taft, and that President club of the towns of Ashland and Hop- this dining room floor wttb a fresh Bowden and
Capt. Perry W. Bowden.
tor Hale is chairman of the great com- Taft shared in this belief.
kinton. Mass., was held in the town hall fifty dollar a month traveling man Funeral services were held at the home
mittee on appropriations, the ranking ;
Now,
There is hardly a neighborhood con- in Ashland Feb. 23, at 7 o’clock. At 7.30 a who tried to flirt with me.
Tuesday, Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiating.
what’ll you have?’
member on naval affairs and the comtaining large business interests in turkey supper was served. The tables were
The
little
man said
dapper
traveling
mittee on census, and, previous to the Maine but what at some time
carnations
with
decorated
pine,
MRS. SVSAN S. GOODELL.
during prettily
he was not very hungry and a cup of
and napkins.
last tariff revision, he was made a the
Susan 8., widow of Solon Goodell. died
years of Senator Hale’s service
coffee and some hot cakes would do.—
then
a
farce
was
After
given,
supper
member of the committee on finance, in
Saturday at her home on the Waltham
Washington has called upon him to
was enjoyed,
during Exchange.
dealing directly with all such legisla- aid them in matters either in the de- a social season
road, aged seventy-six years. She leaves
which there were several short speeches.
tion. In addition to this, he was, by
one daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Archer.
Lord Southey’s Guillotine.
partments or in Congress, and many There were about 150 present, fifty-four of
Funeral services were held at the home
the nnanimous selection of his asso- testimonials are now heard from these
The
most
eccentric
action
of
an
ecas
claimed
Maine
their
whom
birthplace,
1
ciates, made chairman of the new people as to the efficacy of these ef- representing fourteen of her sixteen centric man was Lord Southey’s cool yesterday afternoon, Rev. W. F. Emery
committee on public expenditures, forts of the senator.
follows:
Aroostook, 1; arrangement for suicide by means of officiating._
counties, as
a guillotine. He had a magnificent one
■which, in co-operation with the Presli is pernaps proper nere coat me
Androscoggin, 2; Cumberland,2; Franklin,
Was It Worth ItT
ident, is trying to introduce economy Eipress-Adrertiser say that Senator 2; Hancock, 4; Lincoln, 7; Oxford, 8; erected in the drawing room of bis
Workemer Smeargent royal acadeinto public expenditures and to re- Hale believes in Maine and shows this Penobscot, 9; Piscataquis, 1; Somerset, 4; house in the Rue du Luxembourg at
mician, was painting the portrait of
Paris. The machine was of ebony inSagadahoc, 4; Washington, 2; Waldo, 6;
duce all unnecessary appropriations. belief not
and
only in qualities bat in his
laid with gold and silver, the frame- Lady Anstruther Anstruthers,
Under him on this committee are business. Near friends of his inform i York, 2.
Anstruther Anstruthers was very
The meeting of the club will be held in work carved with artistic skill; the Lady
as
■such leading
senators
Aldrich, us that all of Senator Hale's property
knife, sharp as a razor, was of polished plain—well, as a matter of fact, she
Hopkinton next year.
Jielson, Warren, Koot, cummins, and means are invested in Maine and
and ornamented steel.
Preparing for j waa Jolly ugly. And, though she was
Penrose, and an important repre- in the promotion of Maine’s industries.
death, his lordship had his hair cut paying him 300 guineas merely for
ELLSWORTH FALLS
sentation from the democratic side. He has never invested a dollar in
close, and, clothed in a robe of white painting the portrait and waa going to
!
Mrs. Frank L. Heath left Thursday for silk, be kneeled upon the platform unpay him 000 guineas more for the porSenator Hale has always contended
Washington, nor in any of the outside Boston to visit relatives.
der the knife before a mirror and trait Itself when it was completed,
|
for reduced appropriations, and has schemes which have
Maine
depleted
Workemer Smeargent was not satisArthur Foster caught an eight pound pressed the spring which should re- j
stood in the way of many projects so
largely in her resources. Mrs. salmon at Beech bill pond recently.
lease the knife. But the spring failed fied. He felt he might be going blind.
and
the Hale’s
schemes
for depleting
Looking at her face so much hurt his
mother, Mrs. Chandler, some
to work, and the would be suicide deMrs. Percy S. Moore, who has been
treasury. Whoever reads the Con- years ago. presented her with a fine
cided to give the guillotine to a mu- eyes.
of
a
attack
from
slight
peritioni- seum instead of
gressional Record has learned that in residence in Washington, but the suffering
“Now, what I want Mr. Smeargent”
making a second attis, is better.
the work of this great committee senator’s home is in
tempt to end his life. It is said that said the unfair lady, “Is for you to do
Ellsworth, and bis
Senator Hale and the President are house and
Leone Smith is home from Massachuhe made an annual pilgrimage to see me plain, simple justice.”
property there are his consetts for a visit with his parents, Alfred
in entire accord.
"My dear lady,” replied Smeargent
the guillotine until the end of his life.
stant resort when his duties at Wash“what you require is not Justice, but
! Smith and wife.
The value of Senator Hale’s serrelease
him.
ington
mercy. When I teCl you to look pleasvices in Congress to the State of
How the Chinee# Preserve Grapes.
Charles A. Joy, who is surveying at
The writer thinks he is justified in i
ant you don’t look natural, and when
To
the
Chinese
cut
Maine has been so apparent that whopreserve
grapes
came
home
to
attend
Friday
reciting what Senator Hale said in Bucksport,
I tell you to look natural you don’t
convention.
He re- a circular piece out of a ripe pumpkin
ever has followed events in the last
the Odd Fellows
Augusta about two weeks ago: “I ex- turned to his work
or gourd, making an aperture large | look pleasant.’’—LoDdon Express.
Monday.
thirty years can readily answer our pect,” said the senator, “to receive
enough to admit the hand. The intriend from York county when he the
Erast us C. Jones, of New York, who is terior is cleaned
nomination of the republican cauout, the grapes placed
Pftlp ZHantiti.
asks what benefit Senator Hale has cus and
a
few
with
his
at
days
parents
to be re-elected to the Senate, spending
Inside and the cover replaced and
was
here
over
been to the State of Maine. The but if the
with
stitchers on power machines.
night
Monday
pressed In firmly. The pumpkins are
people of Maine and its Bayside,
Board guaranteed while learning.
his sister, Mrs. Christopher W. Clough.
Apaenator has reported every bill for
in
then
a
cool
letter
and
the
or in person at Thompson Mko.
put
place,
ply
by
who
legislature prefer Judge Powers,
Co., Belfast, Maine.
the building up of the American navy, is a
retain
their
freshness
for
a
and
Martin
M.
Moore
two
Eric
grapes
long
sons,
and
able man, and would
strong
time. Careful selection of the pump•which is no,w second in the world, and make a
good, although new, senator, and Gerald, left Tuesday noon for Port kin Is
Siromisnntnu.
in this policy Maine has received I shall not
to join Mrs. Moore, ex- j
requisite, the common field
repine nor abandon Maine. Townsend, Wash.,
pecting to make their home there. The pumpkin, however, being well adapted
great advantage. Millions of dollars I shall go to Ellsworth and
NATIONAL SI KKTV COMPANY,
a
sepass
family have a great many friends here for the purpose.,
tor the construction of the navy have
rene and comfortable life there, surNO. 115 BROADWAY, NBW YORK CITY.
who regret their departure but who join in
been expended in Maine, all to good rounded
by neighbors whom I trust,
them every success in their new
Quite Willing to Migrate.
advantage, and thousands of laborers and near friends whom I love and wishing
ASSETS, DEC. 81, 1909.
home.
A traveler passing through a fever
have shared in this benefit.
who believe in me.”
Infected locality said to an Irish resi- Real estate.
When the Wilson-Gorman tariff bill
“A woman just can’t keep a secret,” he dent:
This is not by any means a complete
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
struck so disastrously at all Maine’s answer
declared, opposing a statement. “Oh, I
“Pat I’m surprised that you stay In Cash in office
to our Cornish correspondent,
and bank,
interests, and when her industries and if the senator himself were mak- don’t know,” contradicted the flattery a place where people die so thick and Bills receivable,
Interest accrued,
“I’ve kept my age a secret ever fast”
-stood still, the senator, who had been
lady.
All other assets.
ing a speech on the subject he could since I tfas
twenty-four:” “Yes, he replied,
foremost in advocating the McKinley
“Faith.” rejoined Pat “If you’ll be
go much more in detail than we have but one of these
Gross assets.
will
be
it
av
you
afther
tellin’
me
a
where
days
giving
place
-bill in co-operation with his colleague,
Deduct items not admitted.
done.
away. In time you will just simply have
payple niver die Oi’U move there toSenator Frye, with whom he is in enThe subject is almost inexhaustible. to tell it.” “Well,” she replied with conAdmitted assets,
$8 864,016 09
morry an’ end me days.”
tire accord in present policies, carried
In no way could the recent value of fidence, “I think when a woman has kept
LIABILITIES, DEC. 81, 1900.
the
tariff
through
Dingley
bill, under the senator’s services be more clearly a secret for twenty years she comes pretty
His Relay 8tunt
Net unpaid losses,
$ 659.112 88
which Maine
has( enjoyed greater traced than
“Dad, I was simply great In relay Unearned premiums,
by comparison of the near knowing how to keep it.*’
1.227.56190
All other liabilities,
prosperity for ten years than ever be- schedules of the Payne bill as it came
222.572 51
events." boasted the boy from college. Cash
capital,
750.000 U0
Statb of Ohio, City of Tolkdo,
fore in its history.
“Good
son!
We’ll
make
use
enough,
Snrplns over ail liabilities.
from the House last summer, with
1,004.769
40
Lucas Cocxty,
j
The course of the senator upon the
of them talent*.
Tour ma win soon
those finally enacted, with reference
Total liabilities and surplus,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
09
ft.gll.91t
be
the
firm
of
F.
J.
to
Cheney
ready
relay
carpets.”—Louispartner of the
present bill has been so apparent and to the Maine interests. Snch a study senior
Sc Co., doing business in the City of Toville Courier-Journal.
•O influential that every intelligent we
(Mias) M. E. HOLMES, Agent,
ledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
hope in the not distant fntnre to said
ONE
HUNfirm will pay the sum of
bud in Maine appreciates it.
Nearly present.
DRED DOLLARS for each and every case of
ELLSWORTH. ME.
Milas of Them.
Catarrh that cannot be cared by the ase of
•very industry of the State has been
Hall’s Catarrh Core.
(In modern bookstore)—I wish
Lady
FRANK J. CHENEY.
safeguarded, and lumber, pulp and
The Municipal Election.
to see all of the latest books. SalesSworn to before me and subscribed in my
The nomination by the republicans
paper, lime, granite, Ssb, starch, and
Will yon
man—Very well, madam.
presence, this «th day of December, ▲. D. UH.
Factory rebuilt—brick.
■every agricultural product that com- of ex*Mayor A. C. Hagertby for mayA. W. GLEASON,
kindly step on board this scenic rail- ,
modem improvements.
Public,
Notary
with
our
Canadian
way?—Life.
petes
neighbors or has been foreshadowed for some
cur ym»d* from ol,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
wooien. tapestry, JuB*
have been looked after.
bru.tsels or velvet
weeks, and at the caucus last Friday acts directly on the blood and
mucous surcarpets
There Is record of wheat growing In
Send for testimonials
faces of the system.
The county of Aroostook has been the expected happened.
**■■<*/•«**«%*
Send lor circular.
free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
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from
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in
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all
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•mancipated
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i L. L
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1 mod.’
MORRISON, Skowkegan, Maine
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privilege of entering free lumber, end
hereafter not only will lumber ont in
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Spttfnl Noiuih.
VOTERS,""”'

KEUISTKATION OF
Board of Re*lstrstion for the cite *
Ellsworth will be l. Mwlon at the
men’s room, in Hancock hall, on the
let, kd, 3d, 4th and 3th dajre of March, itu
from • o’clock in the forenoon to l o'clock
the afternoon, and from 3 to 5 o’clock in th.
afternoon, and from 7 to 3 o’clock in the even
ing for fhe purpose of registering
of voter* and correcting the voting list*
Notice, particularly, that registration will
dose on Friday, March 4, 1310, at 5 o'clock
p. m. Personal appearance is required of a
voter in order to have his name registered
The Board of Registration will be in
on the day of election to give anv
registered
voter whose name has been omitted from
the
voting list, or in whose name or
on said voting list, a clerical error
placed
has
been made, a certificate entitling him to vote
R* E. Mason, Chairman,
Ellsworth. February 16,1310.

THE

is'

thenamL

residences!

CAUTION NOTICE.
is to certify that I. Herbert W. Whit#
county of Hancock. Hut* of
given my minor son. Howard W
White, his time hereafter to transact business
for himself. In consequence whereof I shall
claim none of hia earnings nor pay anydrbti
of bis contracting after this date.
Dated at Orland, Maine, this 21st day or Feb*
HaaneaT W. Whits,
ruary, a. d. 1810.
of Orland.
THIS
Maine, have

Ltgal Xoticrs.
iL. 8.]

Ksnnebkc 9m.—To the Sk+vifft of
tie* or either of their Deputies.

our

Conn.

ORKKTIXG:
'll ^F command you to lammon Joseph
Thomu Hinckley, formerly of biae? T

hill, in the county of Hancock, in -»i*1 Mate,
whose whereabouts is now to the plaintii unknown and Eldusla Hinckley Ram.igr, of
Troy, in the county of Oreleans. and atateof
Vermont, a minor, whose guardian is James
Ramage, of said Troy, to appear before our
justices of the supreme judicial court, next to
be holden in Ellsworth, within and for said
county of Hancock, on the second Tuesday of
April. 1910, then and there in our said court to
answer unto Merab E. Harwood, of Beterly,
in the Commonwealth of Maasacbj*?tu, to
her petition hereunto annexed.
.STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as: —Id the Supreme Judicial Court,
Sarah E. Harwood, of Beverly, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, makes this her
petition in aaid court in which she says:
That she is tn possession of the following
described real estate situated in said Hiuehill, that she claims title as one of the heirs
at law of her father. Spencer Treworgy. and
through quit claim deeds from Arthur F.
Treworgy. Hattie Treworgy and Evelyn Treeorgy, heirs at law of the said Spencer Treworgy, claiming an estate of freehold therein,
viz.: The real estate described in deed from

Joseph Hinckley

to

Spencer Treworgy, jr,

dated July sixteen, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and rifty,
follows: Beginning In the line of the road leading by said Treworgy’s dwelling-bou*e in the
northwest corner of Oliver L. Allen * land:
thence southerly by said Allen's land to land
of Judah Chase; thence westward a .>i southward by aaid Chaae's land to land of niephen
Norton; thence westerly by said Norton’s
land and B. W. Hinckley’s land to said Hinckley’s northwest corner; thence by said Hinckley’s southerly line to land of Elias Upton;
thence westerly by said Upton’s land to John
Stevens home lot; thence northerly by said
Stevens land and the line of the field o? Mrs.
Emma Tenney’s dower land to the southwest
corner of the old burying ground; thence
easterly and then northerly by the southern
and eastern side land of aaid burying ground
to said road; thence easterly by the southern
line of said road to the first bound:
That said petitioner's estate In said real estate is a fee
simple in an undivided ninetenths of said real estate; and said petitioner
and beavers that she is
credibly informru
lieves and that she
and therefore
alleges that Joseph Thomas Hinckley, »f said
Bluehill, and Eldusta Hinckley Ramage. of
said Troy, makes some claim to said real esthat
tate adverse to said petitioner’s estate
such apprehension creates a cloud upon the
title and depreciates the market value t said
real estate.
Wherefore your petitioner prays said court
-aid
that said Joseph Thomas Hinckley a
Eldusta Hinckley Ramage may be sumra ned
an
to show cause why
they shoaid not br greal
action to try their alleged title to su
estate, as is provided by Chapter 108. Srctiun*
47 and 48 of the revised statutes of M .me,
tad
snd acta and chapters additional there
amendatory thereof, and that such further
orders and decrees may be made in tin matter
as
io the court may seem
uecessar, and
proper.
Dated at Bluehill this J9th day of February,
a. d. 1910.
Maeah E. Haawoop.
By Norman K. Fuller,
her attorney, dnly authorized.
Witness. Lucilius A. Emery, chief Justu s of
said court at Augusta, this 19th day of iv-u*
ary, in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and ten.
C. W. Jones. Clerk.

apprehend»

STATE

SARAH E.

OF

MAIMS.

Supreme Judicial Court.
HARWOOD, Pth.

JOSEPH T. HINCKLEY Et al.
Upon the foregoing petition it is ordered
that notice thereof he given to tbe s»*d defendant. Joseph Thomas Hinckley, by publishingan attested eopy thereof and of tn»
order thereon, three weeks successively »n l*e
Ellsworth American, the last publication to
be at least twenty days before the second
Tuesday of April nest, and that notice thereof
be given to the said defendant. Eldaita
Hinckley Ramage. by giving to her and to
James Ramage. her guardian, each an at*
tested copy j| said petition and of this older
thereon, twenty days at least before tbe »*id
return day, that said defendants may tb*n
and there appear and show cause, if any they
have, why tne prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
Wat. P. whitihoch.
Justice Sup. Jud. Court.
Feb. 21, 1910.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
Attest:— John F. Kuowltoh,

Clerk-_

1» the District Court of the United States lot
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
Albkbt E. Vah.num,
In Bankruptcy-

bankrupt,

1

)

Notice of the sale of personal property.
is hereby given tbat six notes belonging to the above-named estate, oi
the face value of $127.78, will be sold at public auction, March 9. 1910, at 2 o’clock in tne
afternoon, at my office, Ellsworth, Maine, to
the highest bidder. Terms cash.
Dated Ellsworth. Me. March 1.1910.
Edmond J. Walsh.
Trustee of estate of A. E. Varnum in bankruptcy.

NOTICE

_

COMM1HSIONKKH’ NOTICE.
Hancock sa.:-Ellsworth, Me.. Jan. 4, a. d.
1910.
the undersigned, having been dulv
appointed by the Honorable Edward
for
E- Chase, judge of
probate within and
laid county, commissioners to receive enduecide upon the claims of the credit ore of Ellen
P.
in
late
Peters.
of
sUte has been
bounty, deceased, whose
represented
insolvent, hereby five
lie notice agreeably to the order of the
••id judge of probate, that six months from
and after
January 4, 1910, have been Allow
to said creditors to present and prove their
claims, and that we will attend to tbe duty asnuned us at Ellsworth, Maine, at the office or
William E. Whiting, on the 2Sd day of March.
1910, and on the 5th day of July. WM
the clock in the forenoon of each of said daysWilliam E. Whiting,
Balpb B. Mason,

WE.

Commissioners.

he beard, hoping he
might hear

How He
Got Even
With

«

Girl Who Refused
Him.

By SUSAN YOUNG PORTER
Copyright. m#. by

American
Association.

Praia

«Yonr action toward mo throughout
this affair has been dishonorable,” said

fibotwell.

<■1 see no occasion for yon to makt
You proposed to me
gjjy such charge.
and 1 asked for time in which to make
Meanwhile 1 was studying
a decision.

Had yon not accused me oi
treating you dishonorably 1 should not
.bare given you the result of my ob
aervatlons. As It Is, I will say that 1
have discovered traits In your charae
ter that I do not fancy.”
“This Is simply an Invention to covet
You know very well
your duplicity.
that you encouraged me, then threw
me overboard.”
With that he withdrew, Inwardly
vowing revenge. The girl, instead ol
considering a man who would take
the position be had taken contemptible,
was crushed at his charge, weeping
you.

hot. bitter tears.

Shotwell was suffering from what
he considered unfair treatment and In
so mood to look at the matter dispas,
slonately. Had he done so be would
have recognlied the fact that no con
tract had been made between them
Miss Gtvynne bad not accepted him
and even If she had and afterward
dismissed him be should have remem
bered that It Is a woman's privilege to
change her mind. But In this particular case the lady had refused him fot
reason. Beyond all thia no man should
take revenge on a woman for refusing
hint, whether for or without cause.
The rejected lover’s path led across
a district of the city Where the lowest
part of the community lived, or, rath
er, existed, for In such crowded tens
ments as are occupied by the pooret
classes people cannot be said to live.
Coming toward him be saw a man
whose face and bearing belled bis torn
and dirty clothing.
“That fellow resembles Bolding, tht
multlmtlllonnlre, for all the world.’’
mused
ShotwelL
Then,
suddenly
caught by an Idea, he turned and
called:
"HI! You there!”
The man facet! about Shotwell beckoned to hi in. and the two stood toother on the sldewnlk, when Shotwell be
gan a series of questions.
“naTe you ever been told you look
like any one?”
“Not that 1 remember.”
“Want a Job?”
“What kind of a Job?”
“Well, there’s a bit of personation
to It"
"What do you mean by that?”
"1 know a young lady who I think
wouldn't mind marrying a fortune.
You very much resemble Howard Bold
tog, the millionaire. How would you
like to try It?”
The man looked Shotwell square In
the face, but Shotwell could not tell
how his proposition was received. Fot
a moment be
thought he saw a flash ot
Indignation, but the first remark that
came from the ragged man reassured
him.
“I couldn’t play a game like that to
these rags.”
I'll dress you up like a gentleman.”
“But how would I pass myself off
for one with such ignorance as mine?”
“Oh. you’ve seen better days! I can
tell that. Something has broken you
down. What was It—liquor?”
“No; I don’t drink.”
“Well, do you accept?"
The man appeared to be thinking.
Presently he asked:
“What Is there In It If I don’t succeed to marrying the girl?”
“I’ll give you $500, besides what you
need for spending money.”
“ftUl.

V V Util

DUU.11

X

LWgIUI

Shotwell gave him an address at
■which he was to call at a certain hour
the next day.
When he appeared
■Shot well had a wardrobe ready for
him, and when properly dressed he
certainly looked like a refined and Intelligent man. Shotwell told him that
Howard Belding, whom he was to personate, had Inherited an estate of several million
dollars, which he was glv-

IhR to charity.
Having coached

his man, Shotwell
sent him
away to form the acqualntsnce of Miss Gwynne.
He Instructed his decoy so far as
possible as to
the lady’s Idiosyncrasies, recommending him not to go too fast with her,
and that he might not want for funds
he Instructed him to draw on his employer for reasonable amounts. The

decoy

was to

the mall.

report regularly through

Shotwell waited In vain for a report. a week passed, and he became
Impatient; two weeks, and he began
to think he had been
duped. The man
had doubtless taken the good clothes

«nd the money furnished him and decamped. But why no drafts came
Shotwell could not imagine.
Unfortunately for Bhotwell, he had
broken with Mias Gwynne and therefore had no occasion to visit her. He
knew several of her Intimate friends
■end would have asked them If the
^tere receiving attentions from any
®®e. but he was himself known to have
®een attentive to Miss Gwynne, and
•®J such questions from him would
°f coarse be
Impertinent. He went
*o far aa to
hang abont the Gwynne
domicile at hoars when a visitor might
he expected to
call, but discovered
nothing. He listened to all the goesi{

thing pertaining

tome

to the cate.. He waa
disappointed in all his attempts to
learn If the man be had
employed to
do his work was
doing It.
Finally be made up his mind that It
a man
resembling Mr. Howard Betd
ing were paying marked attention to
Miss Gwynne It would be known
and
he (Shotwell) would
certainly hear of
it. There was but one
Inference—the
mnn had cither gone off
without even
an attempt to make Miss
Gwynne’s
acquaintance or be had betrayed bis
employer with a view to making capital with the young
lady. Either ot
these propositions was sufficient to
throw Shotwell Into a fever. He fretted and worried and pried till at last
he could stand the strain no
longet
and concluded to get away from it
by
a
making
trip abroad.
He came to this conclusion not only
because he wished to get the matter
off his mind, but because,
having
somewhat cooled, he felt that he bad
risked the respect of at! good men
and women who knew him. If the
matter should be known he would
rather be where he could not be called
upon to face It. Perhaps by the time
he returned, if any trouble came of It,
It would have blown over. These considerations, however, did not seem to
him of great Importance, for be had
little doubt that the fellow be had
hired to personate Beldlng had simply
pocketed the perquisites and left the
Job to take care of Itself.
Three months after Shotwell had
laid his plan for revenge upon Miss
Gwynne he went to Europe. There
after a time the matter he had come
away to get rid of cease# to occupy
the greater part of his attention, and
eventually he thanked heaven that the
man be had employed to revenge him
had gone off without doing so. He
was feeling much relieved when In
Venice be met an acquaintance from
America, who said to him, among
other things:
"I hear your old flame, Virginia
Gwynne. Is to marry the rich young
philanthropist Howard Beldlng.”
was
Shotwell
terror
astonished,
stricken, that so long after he had
repented of his meanness the damage
had yet been done. He questioned his
Informer ns to when the wedding was
expected to come off, but received no
satisfaction.
une

aesire

now

took

possession

oi

Shotwcll—to reach America before Virginia Gwynne should full Irrevocably Into the trap be himself had laid
for her. Making for Genoa, he found
h steamer about to sail for New York.
For two weeks he paced the deck,
looking out on the same watery waste
trying to stifle his impatience. They
were the longest two weeks he had
Rut at last the voyage
ever known.
was ended, and he hastened ashore,
his first object being to learn If Miss
Gwynne had married.
The wedding had not yet taken

place.
Shotwell wrote his former love a
note telling her that he had something
of great Importance to her welfare to
communicate to her and asking for an
Interview. lie received a brief reply
appointing the next afternoon at 5
o’clock at her house. The clock was
striking the hour when he mounted
the steps leading up to her home and
rang the bell. He was all of a tremor
when he entered the drawing room,
where he had had many happy tete-atetes with Miss Gwynne and where
he had parted with her in anger.
Presently she came In and stood with
her hand resting on the back of a
chair. He rose and stammered:
“Thank heaven I am not too late.”
“For what?"
“To save you from marrying a man
whom you suppose to be a gentleman,
but who Is really”—

“Heavens!”

ELLSWORTH REUNION.

NEW HIGH WATER HARK FOR ELLSWORTH
ATTENDANCE.
BIGGEST GATHERING OF uHOME
FOLKS” EVER TOGETHER IN BOSAND A

THIS

TEAR'S

THAT

—

BIO

MANY

HAVE

SUCCESS

BOOTHS

SPOKEN

MERRY CROWD

IT WAS.

AN-

ASSURES

ALREADY

FOR—BOOST!

nual reunion of the Ellij worth Reunion

association, Friday evening, Feb. 25, besides having an attendance
larger by fully
100 than the record-breaking
meeting of
last year, was the happiest
gathering of

master

—

sented

were Maranacook,
Rockland, Lubec,
Machias, North Edgecomb, Cherryfield,
Old Orchard and Fairhaveu, and there
were perhaps forty who came as guests of
former residents of Maine, and who had
never enjoyed the pleasures of life in the
good old State.
Except that it was impossible for Mr.

Adams to show off the evolutions which
he had planned for the opening of the ball
there was not the slightest hitch in the
proceedings anywhere, and from every
point of view, the reunion was thoroughly
successful.
4,000.
A great deal of the success of the occaINSTRUCTIVE ADDRESSES.
sion was contributed by the presence of
The program of
afternoon addresses
the large representation of those who still
by members of the faculty of the Univerreside in Ellsworth, and who came up to
sity of Maine, was carried out in full, and
Boston to meet their friends and talk over
added an important educational feature to
old times.
the fair. All the lectures were by auAnd, just as there can be no reunion thorities on subjects treated, and most infrom which familiar faces will Dot be
teresting.
missed, so with every reunion there are
On Wednesday, Apple day, Prof. Victor
new-comers whom we have looked for in
R. Gardiner, spoke on “Where we stand
vain at the previous reunions.
There in the
Apple Business”.
were many this year who had never before
Thursday Prof. Harold G. Ball spoke on
appeared at one of these joyous occasions. “Potato Growing”, dwelling particularly
If there was anyone who was not havon the commercial side of the question.
ing a good time that fact was kept well
Friday Miss Laura E. Comstock, of the
concealed.
Nothing was heard but department of domestic science of the
expressions of happiness and words of University of Maine, spoke on “Discrimapproval of the work of the committee in ination in Food Values”, her address
charge.
being of particular value and interest to
Hon. John B. Redman made a little women.
speech as representative of the present
Saturday Prof. H. A. Campbell gave a
residents of Ellsworth. But this was in- valuable talk on
“Dairy Management”.
formal, and there was no attempt at proThe evening attendance
held
good
viding an entertainment of any sort ex- throughout the fair, many enjoying the
cept the music by Poole’s orchestra, dancing. Friday evening’s attendance was
which gave a concert from 8 to 9, and a “crush”. The
closing dance Saturday
which furnished most delightful dance was also well
attended, and many exmusic until after midnight.
pressed regret that the fair was over.
The order of dances was as follows:
will
and next
But the

And watched

by eyes that loved him calm and

sage,
w

Faded his late declining years away.
Meekly he gave his being np and went
To share the holy rest that waits a life well

Feb. 28.

H.

'atiCfnipnunua

Her Life Saved.

Waltz.“Boost”
Step...Down River
Quadrille.The Folks at Home
Schottische.-.Weymouth Point
Waltz.Shady Nook
Two Step.“Boost the Food Fair”
Duchess.Newbury Neck
Virginia Reel.Good Old Times

Waltz. Black’s Hollow
Waltz.Our President
Two Step.“Boost the Reunion”

Schottische.Bayside
Quadrille.The Ellsworth American
Waltz.Village Improvement Society
Two Step.Pleasant Beach
Schottische.Strawville
Two Step.Surry Road
Waltz.Good Night, Come Next Year

Decorations.

Advertising and printing.
of speakers
Entertainment
and traveling expenses.

The officers in

charge of this reunion
C. E. Bullard, president; Dr.
Frederick A. Davis, vice-president; Stetson Foster, treasurer; Howard H. Adams
and Charles E. Bellatty, secretaries. Besides the officers an enthusiastic volunteer
committee took hold and helped with the
Mrs.

Incidentals.
Watchman.

Destroyed.
Hyomei (pronounce

are

$272 16

NORTH HANCOCK.

employed

home.

days.

WOODWORTH—At North Franklin, Feb
Winfield Woodworth, aged 59 years.

there can
results the
invests is

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood. Bishop Co.*
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is
sure

the needs of the poor. I was succorI could best do this in the costume of that region—rags. I have to
thank you for being the means of my
winning a lovely girl. I have never
told her till now of her own escape by
making known your contemptible conduct. Will you oblige me by vacating
these premises?"
Shotwell stood for a moment looking
at the man, wondering if there could

lost

results, and without
whici the advertiser
-Leavenworth (Kansas)

•'You talk about posters

anu

your

ads.

upon the

ELLSWOBTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
H. B. ESTEY A. CO.,
Ellsworth Me
Kstey Building. State St.,

be truth in his assertion.
“Prove what you say,” he said pres-

ently.

The man turned to his affianced.
“Do you require proof?’ he asked.
“Proof? No. If that man said you
were Mr. Beldlng I would require
that you were what he said you

proof

were.”

“Then, sir, I
to interest

for you
further In our af-

see no reason

yourself

fairs.”
Shotwell, cowering, left them.

favorite!

fire:

Parisian Sage is Known it
Has the Cali.
Parisian Sage, that most efficient of
munity.
Five children were born to her, one, a all hair restorers, is a very delightful
boy, dying when five years of age; the j and refreshing hair dressing. Besides
these qualities it will posidaughter referred to above, and three possessing
matte any woman’s hair soft,
children who survive her, all of Hancock— ; tively
and attractive.
luxuriant
O. A.
!
Mrs. Wallace E. Foss, who made her home Parcher sells it for 50 cents a
large
with her mother, Mrs. Henry Butler and bottle and will return
yonr money if
The family have the it does not cnre dandruff,
Madison E. Joy.
falling hair
sympathy of the community in their be- and itching scalp in two weeks.
“I had given up hopes of ever bereavement.
Fnneral services were conducted at the ing cured of dandruff, when I purhouse Tuesday afternoon, Rev. P. A. A. chased a bottle of Parisian Sage. It
has entirely removed the dandruff
Killam, of Ellsworth, officiating. Music and has
started a growth of new hair,
was rendered by a trio consisting of Mrs.
and all this after having been troubled
Butler, her daughter Helen and Mr. 15 years.
I cheerfully recommend
Killam. The floral offerings were beanti* Parisian Sage.”—Mrs. Elizabeth Anful. Interment was in the local cemetery. derson, Mechanlosbnrg, Pa.
mother, a true neighbor and friend, and
her death is a distinct loss to the com*

Wherever

>

in

Wirinf sad Supplies Cheerfully Qlvem.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Estey Building, State St.,Ellsworth.
o.

Cat6s.

Professional

J)R.

C.

HOLT,

E.

BANGOR,

DENTIST.

ALICE

W.

INSURANCE

SCOTT,

H.

SPECIALTY

MADE OF

HARRY C.

MASON,

DENTIST,
STREET,
Over

ELLSWORTH.

Bijou Theatre.

insurance:

companies of established reputation
o.

SSS^

ELECTRICAL

J)R.

‘Sfibcrtiscnunw.

WASH8B."

PAT, NO

‘NO

All kind, of laundry work done at abort notice.
Good a called tor and delivered.

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
of the Uuion Safe Deposit & Trust Co., ot
Agent
b
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.___^

Mrs. Gideon L. Joy died at her borne in

THE LADIES’

Ellsworth.

no

money

Hancock

of friends.
Her youngest daughter died about eight
years ago, bringing a great sorrow into
her life from which she never fully recovered. She had been a faithful wife and

ELDRIDGE,

J. P.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Gross, who have
But they ain’t the kind o’ mediums that appeals
early Sunday morning. For a spent the winter with their son, are home.
to common sense;
long time Mrs. Joy had been in poor
Mrs. George Alley, of Rockland, is visit- You
may talk about your dodgers, and your
health, but was not taken seriously ill ing her parents, Edwin Milliken and wife.
circulars and such,
until about a week before her death.
an advertiser
Mrs. Lionel Stewart, of Bar Harbor, was But I calculate they don’t assist
She was the youngest daughter of Josiah
much;
the guest of her parents, F. E. Swett and
And especially In winter, when the snow Is on
Coolidge and wife, of Lamoine, being
wife, recently.
the ground,
born in that town in 1841. She was a
and
who
have
Mark
Milliken,
sr.,
wife,
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers
woman of unselfish life and unblemished
assurance.
in
most
of
the
winter
with
can
be found?
Bangor
“You know what you are and of the character. Her broad sympathies made spent
Mrs. Grace Crowley, are But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor
their
bargain I made with you,” said Shot- her responsive to every call of need, and | home.daughter,
stove's aglow,
MAIN
a
in
well.
quiet way she ministered to j
The newspaper la read aloud to everyone we
George Murch has returned to his em“I know of tho bargain most assur- many lives that have felt the touch of
in Portsmouth, N. H., taking
!
As to myself, I am Howard trouble or of want. She was blessed with ployment
edly.
his daughter Ora with him, to attend
ftoncruannnuB.
Beldlng. When you met me that day a cheerful disposition, and her kindly
out nature had endeared her to a large circle school.
I was endeavoring incog, to find

ing.

a

to meet every

Main Street,

Large box of tab«
Druggists in all towns.

be

28,

abhertistments.

Times.

Miss Beatrice L. Morang, of Boston, is
visiting her uncle, W. L. Kemick.

OBITUARY.

days.
JONES—At the array hospital at Fort Warren, Mass, Feb 24, Capt Benjamin Franklin
Jones, of West Brooksville, aged 70 years, 8
months, 25 days.
JOY—At North Hancock, Feb 27, Mrs Gideon
L Joy, aged 68 years, 5 months.
LARKIN—At Portland, Feb 28, Andrew J Larkin, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 66 years.
M’CARTHY—At Bangor, Feb 26, John McCarthy, of Bucksport, aged 69 years.
ORCUTT—At Sedgwick, Feb 21, Mrs Nancy P
Orcutt, aged 79 years, 4 months, 29 days.
PATTEN-At Bucksport, Feb 28, Mighill Patten, aged 87 years, 4 months, 21 days.
SPRINGER—At Auburn, Feb 22, Miss Addie
Springer, of Lamcine, aged 30 years.
WEBSTER—At Bucksport, Feb 22, Mrs Isaiah
Webster, aged 81 years.
WHITTAKER—At Ellsworth, Feb 24, Mrs
Mary A Whittaker, aged 97 years, 2 mouths,

money back.

lisher may

who has been

ANDREWS—At Penobscot, Feb 24, Andrew P
Andrews, aged 78 years, 1 month, 2 days.
AUSTIN—At North Lamoine, Feb 25, Virginia D, wife of William Austin, aged 6ft
years.
BOWDEN—At Ellsworth, Feb 27, Mrs Harriet
E Bowden., aged 79 years, 4 months.
CAERAN-At Stonington, Feb 26, Antonio
Ideo Caeran, aged 6 days.
4
COUSINS—At South Brooksville, Feb 28, William S Cousins, aged 60 years.
CUSHING—At Bluehill, Feb 24, Miss Hannab
M Cushing, aged 62 years, 25 days.
DUNHAM—At Stonington, Feb 12, Obadiah H
Dunham, aged 79 years, 10 months, 14 days*
GOODELL—At Ellsworth, Feb 26, Mrs Susan
8 Goodell, aged 76 years, 6 months.
GOTT—At Tremont, Feb 18, Veranus D Gott*
of Bar Harbor.
2 -*4,i
HODGKINS—At West Sullivan, Feb 22, Clarence Hodgkins, aged 17 years, 4 months, 18

AND FIXTURES.

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper.
MOUTH OF THE R1VKK
Advertising space in a journal without
Everett linker visited Mrs. ueorge L>ay circulation is dear at any price the pubWithout circulation
demand.

Percy Milliken,
at Island Falls, is

DIED.

Estimates

16

last week.

daughter.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Cures indigestion

lets 50 cents.

a

Full Lines of

It relieves stomach misery, sour stomach, belching, and cures all stomach disease or

$272

The aids to the floor director, Howard H.
Adams, were.Mrs. R. M. Palmer, Mrs. E. B.
Bowen, Miss Ella F. Jordan, Fulton J.
Redman and Oliver L. Anderson.
A list of those present will be printed in
The American next week.

Stephen Webb, Jr,

over

MI-ONA

13 40
39 77
14 00
298 48

work.

Breathe

High-o-me)

56 91
74 40

Net proceeds of fair....
Bal of 1908 carnival debt. $ 12 76
transferred to Merchants’
association.
259 40

Mrs Agusto Caeran, a son. | Antonio Ideo.J
EATON—At Little Deer Isler Feb 21, to Mr and
Mrs Henry W Eaton, a daughter.
FARN8WORTH—At Franklin, Feb 9, to Mr
and Mrs John W Farnsworth* a son.
Q RIND A L-At Ellsworth, March 1, to Mr and
Mrs C W Grindal, a daughter.
HARDISON-At Franklin, Feb 14, to Mr and
Mrs George B Hardison, a son.
MOSEI—At Stonington, Feb 21, to Mr and Mrt
Antouio F Mosei, a daughter. (Mary.]
NYE—At Bucksport, Feb 28, to Mr and Mrs
William Nye, a son.
4
ORCUTT-At Sedgwick, Feb 17, to Mr and Mrs
Fred Orcutt, a daughter.
RIDER—At Bucksport, Feb 28, to Mr and Mrs
Frank G Rider, a daughter.
SEEKINS-At Stonington, Feb 26, to Mr and
Mrs Ralph B Seekins, a son.
WEBB—At Stonington, Feb 22, to Mr and Mrs

10

Catarrh Leaves You When the Germs

it
the inflamed and
germ infected membrane of the nose
and throat. It will kill the germs and
cure catarrh.
Complete outfit SI.00, including
hard rubber pocket inhaler, at druggists everywhere and at G. A.Parcher’s.
Guaranteed to cure catarrh, croup,
coughs, colds, or money back.
“Hyomei certainly saved my life
and I accord it the credit which it deserves and merits.”—Mrs. Ada Hopkins, Coldwater, Mich.
“boost”spirit
live,
“Hyomei has done a wonderful thing
For two years I was so
year’s fair will have more “boosters” to for me.
hoarse that I spoke in a whisper; now
help the “boost” committee.
am
Thanks to HyI
as well as ever.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
omei.”—Mrs. James Spencer, WaterFollowing is the financial statement of vliet, N. Y.
the food fair committee:
“Hyomei has cured me of catarrh
It is the best thing
of long standing.
Receipts.
to
kill a cold I have ever got hold of.”
From admission tickets. $36-169
Mrs.
A.
Haslan, Croton, Lee County,
booths.
195 15
la.
Walter Baker Co., comWhen you own a Hyomei Inhaler
5 80
mission on sales.
you can always get an extra bottle of
5 00
sale of lumber.
Hyomei for 50c at druggist. Send for
Total receipts.
$570 64 free booklet and sample bottle HyoExpenses.
mei.
Booth’s Hyomei Co., Buffalo,
Orchestra. $100 00
N. Y.

Two

WrtHs, marriaget and dtatkO"

Dipt. Oliver Preble Bragdon wee born on printt from one to two weekt ahead ofitO
Waukeag point, now Sorrento, April 24, eontemporariet,
1826; died Feb. 20, at hie home on Bridgiiam hill, enrronnded by children and
BORN.
grandchildren.
Capt. Bragdon wae the last of the family ANGELIS—AtStoniDgfcm, Feb 12, to Mr end
of Jotham and Lydia Welch Bragdon—one
Mrs Erminio D Angelis, a daughter. [PaaqualinaO
daughter and fonr sons. He went to sea BEEDE-At
Brooklin, Fbb 22, to Mr and Mrs
when nineteen, and at twenty-one he was
Earl E Beede, a son. [Arnold Everett.J
master and part owner of a fishing vessel. CAEBAN—At Stonington* Feb 21, to Mr and

Until eleven years ago he continued as
of coasting vessels,sailing for John
S. Emery A Co., of Boston, for twenty
years. He was elected to the Uaine legislature as representative in 1880-1, and as
senator in 1883-5.
Capt. Bragdon married Miss Lydia
Any February 8, 1852. Their golden
wedding eight years ago was a very happy
celebration.
Mrs. Bragdon and two
daughters—Miss Lixzie Bowers, of Twin
Fails, Idaho; Mrs. Maria Havey, of West
Sullivan, and two sonB—Henry, of Bar
Harbor, and Edward, living nearby, survive him.
Capt. Bragdon Joined the Baptist church
THIS YEAR'S PAIR.
when a young man. Thongh always
The financial statement below, showing
loyal to his own church, during the years
a balance of (277.78 on the right side of the
when there has been no Baptist preaching,
ledger, tells the story of this year’s suche gave the best that be had to the
cess more emphatically than words can.
service of God, by serving his fellowmen.
And, “lest we foiget,” here are the names
He had been superintendent of the Sunof the “boost”, committee of the Ellsworth
school through three generations. At
Merchants’ association, to whom the full day
times there was so little interest it seemed
credit for the success of the fair belongs:
as if ail his efforts and all bis prayers were
C. I. Staples, chairman; Roy C. Haines,
but these later years he
availing
secretary; H. W. Morang, El F. Robinson, had seennothing,
the helped become the helpers.
Jr., W. A. Alexander and S. C. Fuller.
He was made honorary superintendent
Tbe work of this committee was ably
with an expression from the school of its
seconded by many of tbe business men of
of bis lijp’s work.
Ellsworth. Tbe women, too, became im- appreciation
Services were held at the home Wedbued with the boost spirit, and helped on
nesday afternoon, conducted by Kev. Mr.
the work.
of Winter Harbor, assisted by Kev.
Friday was the banner day at the fair, Drew,
Mr. Purdy. Mr. Anthony sang “Face to
with about 1,200 paid admissions. The
Face”. The flowers were from the Sunday
average for the other four days was around
school, Pythian sisters and family friends.
the
total
admissions
600, making
paid
Interment at the church cemetery.
like
the
fair.
The
something
3,500 during
total attendance was considerably above “His youth was innocent, his riper age
Marked with some act of goodness every

former residents of Ellsworth and their
relatives and friends ever held.
When the time came for the grand
march at 9 o’clock, the big ballroom floor
at Paul Revere hall. Mechanics
building,
was so crowded that the floor
director,
Howard H. Adams, was unable to clear a
line of march. Perhaps if the proportion
of gentlemen to ladies had been
anything
but one to ten or more, and if the ladies
had not been trying to carry on a year's
conversation in a few hoars, the problem
would have been simplified. Bat as it was,
the order of dances had to begin without
any grand march.
By actual count there were 570 who partook of the excellent refreshments in the
dining-hall, and it is believed that there
were not less than 600
persons in attendance. Of course they did not all come
from Ellsworth, or even from Hancock
county. Among the Maine towns repre-

THB Amibioar prints mart vital
tittict

than all the other popart printed in the
county combined and matt of them 4$

EAST SULLIVAN.
OBITUARY.

The Ellsworth food fair of 1910 has been
boosted into glorious history. Now boost
for 19111
The big success of this year’s fair—a
soocess
surpassing the expectations of
the most sanguine members of the boost
committee—assures a food fair for next
year, and the experience gained this year
assures a bigger and a better fair next
year.
In fact, work for next year’s fair is already under way. Eleven booths have
been spoken for by out-of-town exhibitors, and local exhibitors have spoken
for as many more. The word has gone
abroad, and manufacturers of food products have heard it.
They will schedule
an exhibit for next year’s fair, the date
for which has already been fixed
the
week beginning February 20.

Boston, March 1 (special)—The fifth an-

were

•'I nm here to maae a couiessiuu.
the day I left you I felt much aggrieved. I did that -which. I admit, was unworthy of me. Seeing a man In rags
who was the perfect image of Howard
Beldlng, I persuaded him to personate
that person to win your heart. But I
never Intended that the matter should
go so far. And, not hearing from my
man, In my cooler moments I congratulated myself that he had disappeared without taking any action.”
Miss G wynne stood for a moment as
if trying to recover from the blow;
then with one word, “Walt!” she left
In n moment Shotwell
the room.
heard the ring of a telephone bell. He
remained where ho was for some minutes, when the front door opened and
Miss Gwynne entered with her fiance.
“We've met again," said tho man who
had come in to Shotwell. “What have
you to suy against me?”
Shotwell was astonished at the man’s

—

WILL

OTHER POOD PAIR.

THE

TON

COUNTY NEWS.

NOW BOOST FOB 1911!

TAPLEY,
REAL.

X can offer you at the lowest rates.

...

Ellsworth,

IVIe.

INVESTMENTS

ESTATE

Real Estate and Insurance
C. W. & F. L. MASON
FOR SALE
The Bsslngton Farm, situated on the Surry Road about 2 miles from Ellsworth. 2 1-2 story
house with ell, 10 finished rooms, large barn, well fitted. Wood shed, carriage house, beanery*
all In good repair About 50 acres of land, large part of which is in good condition for cultivation.
Cuts ten tons of hay which could be easily doubled. Large wood lot. Would make a beautiful
summer home. Pleasantly situated and has fine shore privilege on sheltered cove, at the outlet of
Union river. ▲ rare bargain. Price upon application.
NLLNW NTH.
THI GEORGE H. QUANT CO.,
GENERAL INSURANCE.

REAL

ESTATE.

Mr. Harding

hat subscribers at 107
in Hancock county.

Ui America!.

He
and neighbor to all.
Feb. 22.

other papers in tko County com411
titnort do not reach to many. The AmkkiOUI it not the only paper printed in
■Smcoc k county, and hat never claimed to
to, but it it the only paper that can prop■riy be called a Cockty paper; alt the
PM* are merely local paperi. The circvlaHam t The Amehican, barring the Bar
Wrbot Record’s summer list, it larger
that of all the other paperi \ rinted
Hancock county.
the

Mat week

on

Bangor,

was

Flora

New York

in

Goodwin is visiting her brother
wife

and

Lysander Hooper

visiting

are

Edward and Clifford Webb are at home
from their winter’s employment.

OBITUARY.

Miss Addie Springer, of this place, died
Feb. 22, at Auburn, where she had been

was

Bar

at home

a

a

was
not considered
seriously ill
end
nntil within a few hours of her death,
which came as a great shock even to those

Mrs Ballon, the senator's sister.

Alton Parritt, of Bar Harbor, visher parents last week.

Mrs. Daisv Chester Haskins and son, of
will spend the rest of the winter
with her parents, C. F. Chester and wife.

past two years,

the

strength
be

|
!

SOUTH BLUE HILL.

did not

have the

Mrs.

this disease.

a

Charles Corson and
from

Mrs. Abbie Clapham, who died Feb. 21,
-will be missed by many here, who will remember the always cheerful, helpful word
and smile. She left an example of patience
that all may well emulate.
Vox Popuu.
Feb. 28.

family have returned

Green Lake.

The friends of Mrs. Percy Moore, of
Ellsworth Falls, regret to know of her illness.

Mrs. Harry L. Davis and daughter Ava
Mae visited her mother, Mrs. W. M. Hopin Ellsworth last week.

kins,

Allison McDougal, with daughter
visited her parents, B. M.
McFarland and wife, in Ellsworth.
May.
Feb. 28.
Mrs.

SUTTON.

Alice, recently

the

Kdgar C. Black is doing a lot of boat
repairing this winter.
Fishermen report fish fairly plentiful,
but hard^weather to get off shore,

EAST LAMOINE.
Miss Bernice Lancaster is visiting relatives in Ellsworth.

Bangor Thursday.
Hoyt Smith and wife were in Sullivan
last Wednesday to attend the funeral o!
Mrs. Smith’s uncle, Capt. Oliver P. Bragdon.
Capt. Bragdon was well known
here, and highly respected.
to

The new steel pier for Wiliam Burnham
has arrived. The work will go on early in
the spring. This pier will be wholly of
steel, and something new in this section.
AU were sorry to hear of the death of
JEtichard Harding, of Cranberry Island.

S.

Feb. 28.

island,

TREMONT.
Miss Ida Kellay, who has been teaching
in Hermon, is home.
Friends of Miss Lida Rnmill are sorry

atrtJtrtisnnnits,

There’s No Risk.

to learn of her illness at Bar Harbor.
The Christmas club was pleasantly entertained Thursday afternoon by Mrs.
A picnic supper was enevening passed pleasantly

Harold Holmes.

joyed.

If This Medicine Does Not

w

The

ith games of flinch.
Feb. 26.

Pay

John Lundwall has gone to Portland to
word.

physician who made a specialty of ! William
Yeague has his sawing outfit in
troubles, particularly dyspepsia,
commission.
after years of study perfected the formula
Mr. Smith, superintendent of the farm
from which Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are
A

stomach

i

dyspepsia.
soothing and healing
chronic

to the inflamed membranes of the stomach.

They are rich in pepsin, one of the
greatest digestive aids known to medicine. The relief they afford is almost
immediate. Their use with persistency
and regularity for a short time brings
about a cessation of the pains caused by
stomach disorders.
lluTtll Dyspepsia Tablets wUl
insure
Wealthy appetite, aid digestion and pro-

nutrition. As evidence of oar si0001*6
faith in Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, we ask
joo to try them at our risk. If they do
BOt give you entire satisfaction, we will
ntui you the money you paid us for
then1, without question or formality.
They come in three sizes, prices 25 cents,
450 cents and fl.00. Remember you can
The
obtain them only at our store
mote

—

E. G. Moore, cor. opp. post-

on

Holbrook’s island, has resigned.

Irving Gray returned to Portland
day, after a short visit to his family,

j

Tues-

G.

Feb. 26.
_

EAST FRANKLIN.
Everard Wentworth is assisting Henry
wood-sawing machine.

Gordon with his
T.

M.

Blaisdell

quarry men than

ever

has

a

larger

before at this

crew

of

season.

Gordon was called to
attend her mother, Mrs.
Leighton, who was injured by a fall last
Mrs.

George

Steuben

to

week.

R.

Feb. 28.
—

Stops earache in two minutes; toothache or
pain of barn or scald in live minutes; hoarseness, one hour; muscleache, two hoars; sore
throat, twelve hours—Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil, monarch over pain.—Advt.
NO SUBSTITUTE.
substitute for Foley’s Honey and
Tar.
It is the best and safest remedy for
coughs, colds, throat and long troubles. Contains no opiates and no harmful drugs. Remember the name, Poley’s Honey and Tar, and
accept no substitute. J. a Paacaaa.

Accept

no

seems

to be

gaining.

on

business.

atleu!

Copyright, 1910. by American Preaa

era ry

Press.

Association.

J

There are people who sneer at the
effort! of eocietlea for psychical research. I don’t
There are persons who are always
having either dreams that contain rev-

It was a geologist and prospector
who discovered that the Widow Carton's farm, forty miles from the recognized oil fields, was the center of
another basin and so reported to the

elations or see apparitions or are conscious of something about to happen
1 have no confithat does happen.
dence In these people. If I believed In
them It would argue that In thelt

Sunshine Crude

^

Oil Producing comThat company, capital $1,000,000.
pany had gobbled up all the best wells
in a large district and was rapidly

controlling production.

makeup there is something especially
But
amenable to some hidden law.
this. 1
my own experience disproves
have had a manifestation—I know ol

Hoses Perkins was a young man of
He was a farmer's son
and a farmer himself, and be was not
yet married. He bad left bis farm for
a few months to help drill oil wells
Hoses
for the Sunshine company.
He
was hard working and honest
would put in a long day's work, but
be wasn’t smart
From the day be
began work at $2.50 a day until the
day he was discharged, a period of
twenty days, the foreman over him
applied to him such terms as sleepyhead. Idiot blunderbuss, born fool,
and so forth.
One day Perkins was sent for a can
of nitroglycerin. On his return he was
the
seen coming along tossing it In
air and catching it when it came down.
This was too much. Perkins was dis-

twenty-si i.

better name for It—of more conseof which I
quence than any of these
have beard, yet I have bad but one In
all my life.
And this experience of mine, having
come but once to me. In addition to
indicating that my being Is not unusually susceptible to such Influences,
points to the fact that others, either
living or deed, do Interfere at times In
the current of our lives.
Blit It Is not my Intention to delivei
a lecture. 1 propose to tell a story. 1
am a bachelor. 1 live at a club, associate almost entirely with men and have
no thought of marriage, and I may
state here that 1 never expect to be
married. I do expect, however. In another existence to be psychically unit
ed with one who will be to me my
other self.
I was traveling and had been traveling for several days with but few and
The season was
rather short stops.
My
summer, the time of day evening.
I
conveyance was a railroad train.
was sitting by an open window, looking out upon the fields flying by to
the music of the car wheels dropping
from the end of one rail and Jumping
A favorite occupation
on to another.
of mine on a train has always been to
Imagine some one swimming along beside the train through the fields of
grain that often line the track. On

charged.
It was a geologist who differed from
all the other geologists that found a
new “dip” on the Widow Carson's
Her farm was the center of
farm.
the basin. It was a stony, sterile old
farm of 100 acres, and the widow herself was almost as dilapidated as the
farm.
She was forty years old and
gaunt and homely, and she had three
gaunt and homely children. The geologist staked his reputation that there
was oil beneath her land, and the Sunshine company took him in on a proviso.
The first thing was to get the
legal privilege of sinking a well, and
this was to carry with it a lease in
There must
case oil was discovered.
be more or less beating about the bush
to prevent the widow from taking the
alarm.
The preliminaries were intrusted to a lawyer disguised as a [ieddler.
» ueu

Piuses

«.

L'lbius

uau

gui

u

Witness My Hand.
In the early days only a few sc hot
an knew bow to write. It was then
customary to sign a document by
smearing the hand with Ink and la.
pressing It upon the paper, accompanied by the words, “Witness my
hand.” Afterward the seal was Intro
dnced as a substitute for the hsnd
mark and was wed with the word)
above quoted, the two forming the Kg.
nature. This la the origin of the expresalon as used In modern documents

:

no

|

The merchant who does not advertiu j,
adult season makes it more profitable foe
those who do advertise.

Jbfonrtiaxmmts

Sloan’s

occasion we were passing nusuch fields, and my Image of
fancy was swimming along lustily.
But as the twilight faded and object*
were lost to view, lulled by the rattle
of the train, I dropped asleep.
When I awakened a train was l>e
side the one I was on. moving In tht
same direction and going at the same
rate of speed. Indeed, so exactly alike
was the velocity of the two trains that
1 could see no gain or loss whatevel
to the train beside me. The window
sashes of both trains were raised, and
I could see the people of the othei
merous

iuiu

been

I

_uS

Liniment

i^

the best

remedy for sprains and bruises.
It quiets the pain at once, and
can be applied to the tenderest
part without hurting because it

this

his head that there was a Widow CarMiss
visiting son somewhere on earth who was of
Day,
is
home.
friends in Sedgwick,
interest to the Sunshine company be
Ruth Grindle, of Sargentville, who is
figured that it could mean only one
visiting at Gancelo Herrick's, has scarlet thing.
Then he began to inquire
fever.
around, and after a week he lighted
Joseph Conary, of Bluehill, visited his on a man who could tell him. Then
daughter, Mrs. Eugene Candage, last he put a shirt, collar and a pair of
socks into an old satchel and set out
week.
for the forty mile walk. In the evenPearl Day and Mrs. Ruby Gray, of Ellsof the second day be arrived at the train, some reading, some lonnglng
worth, visited Mrs. Gray’s parents, George ing
widow’s. He found her and her chil- some talking together.
Day and wife, last week.
But my attention was fixed on a lady
dren as above described. It was next
W. C. Conary and wife, of Bucksport,
who sat at the window opposite me
door to poverty.
Moses had often
who have been visiting A. W. Eaton and
dreamed of the wife he was to marry, Her sash was up as well as mine, sc
wife, have returned home.
and be was taken aback.
He might ; that there was no obstacle, eltbei
C.
Feb. 26.
have given up his project and retreat- transparent or opaque, between us
ed in good order had not a peddler ar- The distance between her and me 1
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Sh<
rived the same evening. He was the suppose was about three feet
Mrs. Leander Allen is ill.
disguised lawyer of the Sunshine com- was looking at me with an expressloc
Elizabeth Judkins is visiting friends in pany. He seized on Moses Perkins for on her face, especially In her eyes
a dunderhead
and went ahead and that I never saw In any one before
Appleton.
The widow didn’t catch on. and have never seen since, but I can't
Lemon Gray and daughter Althea, of talked.
but Moses did. A company wanted her describe It While 1 looked she spoke
Vinalhaven, are at M. P. Gray's.
farm for a quarry, and she was ready to me.
Mrs. Walter Stanley and children are
“Leave the train at the next statlor
enough to sign any sort of paper the
visiting Mrs. John Nutt at Stonington.
and follow me," she said.
next day.
William Saunders, who has been emShe put out her band, but before 1
Moses had been asked to stay overployed at Northeast Harbor, is at home ill. night The peddler must go farther. could grasp it the two trains separat
Mrs. Jacob Bryant is visiting her daughThis left the coast clear for a few ed, and In another moment the one It
ter, Mrs. D. W. Fifield, at West Stoning- hours. Moses had never made love to which the lady sat seemed to enter «
tunnel, while mine went on In the
ton.
a woman, but he began while yet the
i
Neighbors of Mrs. H. P. Hatch gathered peddler’s coattails were Buttering open.
So vividly Impressed was I tha
with their axes and saws and in two hours through the gate. He told of his own
when a few minutes later we slowed
prepared five cords of wood for the stove, farm, his prospects, his good healthI took my grip and when the train
The family is grateful for this and other how he looked in vain for years for up
the woman of his dreams, but bad stopped at a station I stepped out
kind acts.
i found her at last
He needn’t have After a moment’s delay it went on anc
Feb. 26.
H.
| done half as much talking. The wid left me standing on the platform In t
very singular mental condition.
ow was ready to lease her farm, and
OAK POINT.
“Will another train be along soon?'
Mrs. Hazel Gordon has arrived home she was also ready to marry again.
Before midnight she was the promised I asked of a station man.
from Brownville.
“From the west?”
umuc ui .uusvo get 1x1113.
ai iu ucima
Mrs. Alma Alley, with granddaughter
“No; from the east”
the next forenoon she was his wife
is
her
Mrs.
Tom
Angie, visiting
daughter,
“No train from the east for foui
and her children were calling him pop.
Rich, at Trenton.
At 11 o’clock the peddler arrived with hours.”
The Christian Endeavor sewing circle certain documents and a witness. He
was puzziea.
l naa been comins
gave an entertainment at the Goose Cove
found the bride sitting on the bride- eastward
schoolhouse Wednesday evening, to raise
"Is tils track double beyond the sta
groom's knee. He intimated that the
I asked presently.
money for repairs on Union church. The
papers were all ready to sign and that tion
"No double track on this line.”
play was a decided success. Much credit he had a certain sum of money to
is due the president, Mrs. Carrie McFar“What?”
pass over, hut fool Moses had someland. After the program cake and coffee
"Single track from here both ways
thing to say. He was the husband
were served.
all the way to the terminals.”
and the man of the house now.
As
Feb. 28.
C.
An uncanny feeling came over me
soon as the
wedding trip was over
he was going to take off his coat and I had seen a train on a track besldi
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
me, talked with a woman on that trail
vest and make those 1G0 acres hump
The Forest Hill cemetery society will
and hustle.
The big bowlders lying and bad obeyed her Instructions.
A!
serve dinner town
meeting day in the afbund would take a roll, and the soon as I could recover myself I walk
cd
in
a
half
house.
dazed
condition Into tin
parish
stony ground would blossom as the
1 remembe:
The community was saddened to hear of rose. Mrs. Carson would have been station and sat down.
but
a
clicking of a telegrapl
the death of George Allen, at Sanborn, N.
willing to sell the old place for most nothing
instrument.
How
long I sat there
H., Wednesday, Feb. 23. He was at work anything, but Mrs. Perkins didn’t care
don’t know, but when I came to nr
installing dynamos and received a shock to even sign a lease.
usual
For six weeks longer Moses was takconsciousness It was at hearini
from which he died fifteen minutes later.
en
for a chap with sawdust in bis the telegraph operator cry out to a mai
His father, formerly of this place, now of
outside:
The lawyers and speculators
Lincoln, N. H., had a stroke of paralysis head.
“Great heavens! No. 23 has beei
and rings tried Id every way to get the
last fall, and now lies helpless in Lincoln
hospital. He leaves also one sister—Mrs. best of him, but what they cursed as wrecked on the bridge above! Bridgi
let
the whole train down, with a terri
William Knox, of Northeast Harbor, and his stupidity helped him to hold his
own.
Then he woke up one morning ble loss of life!"
one brother in Lincoln.
Here was more to Intensify that feel
with his head all right He had found
Feb. 26.
B.
oil exuding from a spriug, and be an- Ing of awe that bad taken possession o
nounced the fact to the world at large; me. A phantom woman on a phanton
MT. DESERT FERRY.
L. F. Jordan, who was injured a short also that the farm was for lease or sale. train had warned me of a real railroai
The Sunshine people were not the only accident In which I should probabi;
time ago, is gaining.
*
ones to rush.
Three leases were made, have been killed.
Mrs. Curtis, who is spending the winter
From that day to this I have treas
and three companies pledged themwith her cousin, Mrs. I. L. Ward well, reselves to pay royalties, and Inside of a ored an image In my heart—the womai
cently spent a week in Bangor.
s
year Moses Perkins was a millionaire foal, spiritual or creation of my owt
Owing to illness, Rev. J. E. Cochrane was and the Perkins family were
eating brain. I have a theory of who she t
unable to begin the series of meetings last
square meals. The Carson basin turned or was. When I was a child 1 playei
to
He
be
here
Thursday evening.
expects
with a little girl who died. Did I dls
out to be the greatest And in the state.
Wednesday, March 2.
“To think that I should have taken corn anything in the features of th
Feb. 28.
C.
you for a lunkhead!” sighed the ped- woman to remind me of the child? No
dler-lawyer one day when banding Mo- A grown woman bears little resem
MARLBORO.
blance to a child. But would the
ses a check for $90,000.
spli
Miss Inez Ford is ill.
“Oh, mebbe 1 was!" was the good ltual child grow after death? Not bod
Ruth Remick is in Ellsworth visiting natured reply.
“But you see, I got ily. yet, appearing to me, I might ei
friends.
over it
That’s what some lunkheads pact that she would show herself a
she would have been bad she lived.
Feb. 28.
AJUS.
1 never da”
who has

ml

Br M. QUAD

_

Kin.

CAFE ROSIER.

Nothing.

Our experience with Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets leads us to believe them to be the
greatest remedy known for the relief of

W. Eaton

rations on the site of Babylon jmT
looked upon as being one of the
oldest If not the oldeet of all
tnoiri
records. It Is believed to be
1,000 years older than the Mosaic lav
King Hammurabi reigned over Baby
Ion about the year 2300 B. C., and
the
laws he Inscribed on the clay
tablets
for the most part no doubt long ante
The Mosaic lav a
date that time.
supposed to have been given to laitei
about 1200 B. C.. and It would appes,
therefore, that the Hammurabi code
has the much greater antlqulty.-Nav
York American.

all
doesn't need to be rubbed
you have to do is to lay it on
lightly. It is a powerful preparation and penetrates instantly
relieves any inflammation and congestion, and reduces the swelling.
—

—

Here’s the Proof.
Mr. L. Roland, Bishop of Scranton. Pa. says:—“On the “th of
this present month, as I was leaving
the building at noon for lunch. I
slipped and fell, spraining tty wrist.
1 returned in the afternoon, ami at
four o’clock I could not hold a penI returned home
cil in my hand.
later and purchased a bottle of

Sloan’s
Liniment
and used it five or si* times before
1 went to bed, and the next day I
> to work and use try
Sloan’s Liniment
is an excellent anti-

septic and germ
killer— heals

cuts,

and

burns, wounds

contusions, ami will
draw the poison
from sting of poisonous insects.

25c.,COe. and $1.00

|

Capt. Charles Cousins and wife, who
have been visiting relatives here, returned

ljeslie R. Bunker and crew have harvested
a good crop of fifteen-inch ice. All the
bouses are filled.

made.

A.

Interposition

By SARAH G. RIKER

Copyright. 1910. by Associated Ltt

Hammurabi.

The to called “code of Hatnmurah*
was brought to light doting tho
exi*

_

TRENTON.

in the interest of the Granite Producers’
association.

You

W. Morse is ill.

B. E. Sylvester, jr., has gone to Booth-

28._

H. H. Havey has gone to Mew York, accompanied by F. £. Blaisdel, of Franklin,

this

R.

bay

always to be found. She leaves a husband, who has the sympathy of many
friends. Funeral services-will be held at
the home this afternoon. Rev. Stephen
Green, of Bar Harbor, officiating.
Y.
Feb.

The funeral of Clarence Holmes, who
died of tuberculosis Monday, Feb. 21, was
held at his home Thursday afternoon.

Bnxall Store.

[

was

_

are

|

quiet, retiring life, and will
sadly missed in her home, where she

Austin lived

Whittaker returned to
Bangor Saturday, after visiting her sister,
Mrs. Cornelius Springer.
B.
Feb. 2S.
Cassie

so

to cope with

were

Clyde Saddler.

The following elective chiefs of Nanonie
council No. 32 were raised to their respective stamps by the D. D. G. P., Mrs. O. L.
Milan, Thursday evening: Prophetess,
Mrs. A. M. Barbour; Pocahontas, Miss
Lizzie Sprague;
Wenonah, Mrs. Lida
Hawkes; Powhatan, A. H. Barbour; keeper
of records, Miss Goldie Stinson; assistant
keeper of records, Miss Maude Stanley;
keeper of wampum, Mrs. Ella Morse.
After the installation refreshments were
served and games played.
Spec.
Feb. 26.

NORTH LAMOINE.

The ladies’ sidewalk society will serve
grange hall, March 7.
Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins, who has been
▼luting relatives in Waltham, is home.

Their ingredients

saddened Monday by
He leaves a
mother, father and one sister, who have
the sympathy of all.
The people

the death of

Virginia, wife of William Austin, died
Friday evening, after a brief illness of
grip. She had been in failing health for

dinner in the

and

with her.

Clara

Mrs. Benjamin Young is visiting relatives in Bangor and Brewer.

indigestion

Dr. Hawkee’ little daughter Marian baa
been quite ill the past week.
Mrs. G. F. Newman recently underwent
in the hospital at
a surgical operation
Rockland. Her buaband and mother were

T.

Feb. 28.

■erred.

on

Margaret R Rich
Meddigrew.Lona A Rich
R.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

Bangor,

_

acute

Mrs Malvina
Feb. 26.

Mrs.

passing
The many friends of Howard and Lucy
birthday. She was a young lady of good
of Hancock Point, now of
principles, a happy disposition, always Bali, formerly
with them in the
looking on the sunny side of everything, Eagle island, sympathize
•nd a favorite among her associates. She death of their oldest son, Elmer, of appenfaithful helper to her widowed dicitis, at the Waldo county hospital, Feb.
was a
of age, and
mother, who will greatly miss her in her 22. Elmer was eighteen years
The body was placed
a fine young man.
declining years.
here
She is survived by a mother and one in the tomb at Belfast, to be brought
brother, Edgar, of this place, and three for interment in the spring.
E.
Feb. 28.
Sisters-Mrs. H. C'. Lord, of East Surry;
Mrs- C. E. Saunders, of Eldora, Col.; and
NORTH FRANKLIN.
Mrs. A. H. Mears, of Auburn. The family
Henry Jellison has gone to Fairfield,
has the sympathy of all.
The remains were brought to Lamoine where he has employment.
Funeral services were
for interment.
Dallas Tracey is at home from Littleton,
held at the church Thursday afternoon, where he has been teaching.
Bev. P. A. A. Killam officiating. The
Mrs. Jerusha Tripp, of Sullivan, was
floral offerings were many, showing the called here
by the death of her brother,
esteem in which the deceased was held,
W. W. Woodworth.
from
emthree
them
large pieces
Among
died
Woodworth
Winfield
Monday
ployees of Cushman & Hollis Co., where
morning, after an illness of over two years,
she was employed.
leaves
a
He
widow,
aged fifty-nine years.
Spec.
Feb. 28.
five sons, five daughters and two sisters—
and
Mrs.
of
this
Mrs. Ruth French,
town,
LAMOINH.
of Sullivan. The family
There will be a Gance at town hail next Jerusha Tripp,
of all.
Friday evening. Refreshments will be has the sympathy

Benefit,

Mrs L L Smith

Madge Cummings from Montana,
Mary K Bates

Mrs. Hattie Crabtree has returned from
visit in Lamoine.

ited

who were with her during her illness.
ak» was born in Lamoine Feb. 23, 3880,
away on the eve of her thirtieth

death

Higgins, the butler.Fred Gray
Nancy Withrow, the senator’s daughter,

few

Harbor where she

HANCOCK POINT.

employed the past two years. She had
been ill onl> a few days of pneumonia,

or

Higbee from Montana,
Jnlien Emery
Hon V D Withrow, ex-senator.L L Smith
Lorin Higbee, son of Wataon. Harold Jellison
Theodore Dalrymple,..Harry M Trott

An

HEADED MAN

AMATEUR DRAMA.

Joy is in Boston learning the
ing cast:
automobile repairer’s trade.
Watson W
a
wife
entertained
Oscar Hysom and
party at whist Monday evening.

Mrs. Harriet Nason

A SLEEPY

delightful evening

The play “Higbee of Harvard”, will be
given by local talent under the auspices of
Bay View grange, Friday and Saturday
evenings, March 4 and 5, with the follow-

K.

days last week from
is employed.

The Cod* of

ether page*

passed.

called home by

was

father’s illness.

B.

_

In time of illness

was

Alice Farnsworth is at home from Canton, where she is teaching.

business.

on

A

shared the secret.

Frank Springer
relatives here.

*oe

Jalien Emery was pleasantly surprised
Monday evening by receiving a party of
friends, it being his birthday. Ice-cream
and cake were served by Mrs. Emery, who

on

in Sorrento.

his

Count* New*

Mrs. Leon Smith visited friends at Bar
Harbor last week.

business.

in town

There has not been much illness
island this winter.

additional

SALISBURY COVE.
Oklahoma

left for

Monday.
Capt. J. K. Mitchell is

Mrs. H. C. Lord, Mrs. Alice Haynes, of
Bast Surry, and Mrs. G. C. McGrath, of
Old Town, were here to attend the
funeral of Miss Addie Springer.
A.
Feb. 28.

Miss

*?•

WEST SULLIVAN.

B. E. Tinker, of Caribou, is in town for
few days.
of

COUNTY NEV S.

of the first to
kind friend

a

B.

Hon. A. P. Havey

PARTRIDGE COVE.

fiaiph Young,

one

was

_

COUNTY NEWS.
•

always

was

offer his services.

•f the 117 pott-offices

Klonn'a

Imok

hi*r«r«,raUli‘.
«in«l poultry
Irre.

•»«

*'"l

AMrru

Dr. Earl S. Sloan,

Boston, Mat*-. U SX

European Hair Schools.

Berlin, Pans, Vienna and other
European cities there are now regular
In

schools where the scientific care of the
hair is made a special study ftn<i
teachers in these schools become so skilled
in the knowledge of hair that th^y f»n
tell merely by the touch whether it is in
a healthy condition or not.
They also
know the effects of different tonics on
different hair or different restoratives on
the same hair. It is thoroughly established that dyes are harmful to the hair.
All preparat ions claiming to restore gray
hair are subjected to the most rigid testa*
If found in the least degree harmful
the public is informed through official
bulletins issued from time to time, lo
j America there is no such censorship, ana
many preparations claiming to resl0J*
do
gray hair are only temporary dyes that
not go to the root of the trouble, which »
impoverishment of the hair glands.
HAY’S HAIR HEALTH in this country w
recognized as the standard restoraUJJ
for prematurely gray hair.
AU good
druggists sell it at 50c. and a dollar per
tne
from
bottle, or it can be purchased
manufacturer, Philo llay Specialties to.»
I Newark, N\ J., V. S. A.
K.

G.

MOOUK, Ellsworth.

_

ITCHING ECZEMA WASHED AWAY.
Is it worth 26 cents to you to stop that
ful agonizing itch? Surely you will
j spend 25 cent* on your druggist’s rvc.-ni; mendation, to cool and heal and soothe
that terrible itching eruption?
By arrangements with the JJ. D. D- Lab"
ratories of Chicago, we are able to make
a special offer of a 25-cent bottle of their
oii of wintergreen compound, known at
t). D. D. Prescription. Call, or write, <*
telephone £, O. Moore.
We absolutely know that the itch i*

j

aw

•topped AT ONCE by D. D. D. Prescription, and the curea all seem to be permanent.

Notice.
Pauper
contracted with the City of Ell*
for those
HAVING
worth to support and
the next nv*
may need assistance
neeu

cate
assistance during tne
are legal residents of
trusting them on

wn

-■*

*

snd
Ellsworth.
•**
forbid all persons
conut, as there Is plenty of room snd
od at ions to care lor them at the City Per®
house.
u. J. Dsummsy

years

funeral was held at the
Congregational
church Sunday afternoon, the
pastor, Rev.
Mr. Rose, officiating.
Benjamin Jonesj
l^vi Re^d, Otis Farnham and John Jones

mkws.

COUNTY
^

SULUVAN HARBOR.
school building
fforkonthenew high

Bloodhounds to Halt an Uprising.
Storm swept Jamaica was In 1738
the scene of a rising of the negro
plantation slaves. At first there were
brushes between the soldiers of the
Island garrison and the insurgents, and
lives were lost on both sides.
Then
the commander. General YVaJpole, bethought him of having 100 dogs trained
to track slaves brought from Cuba.
These powerful and savage brutes,
misnamed bloodhounds, were really of
the mastiff tribe, says the London
Chronicle. After being muzzled they
were led to the position taken op by
the malcontents.
General Walpole
sent a message to the slaves threatening to unmuzzle and unleash the animals If they did not surrender. The
negroes, who had shown themselves
to be by no means afraid of the bullets of the military, were now mad
with terror. They threw down their
arms and gave In.
Remarks a contemporary historian of Jamaica, “It is
pleasing to observe that not a drop of
blood was spilled after the dogs arrived In the Island."

pall-bearers. Interment at Mount
Rest. Capt. Jones is survived by a
rapidly.
wife,
is progressing
one
daughter-Mrs. Harry Perkins, of this
Sesvey and daughter Vera
,[rs willism
and
one
place,
brother—Samuel Jones, also
froiu Portland.
Mve returned
of this town. Capt. Jones had followed
has returned from a
p,ul I). Simpson
the sea fifty-four years, having had comin Rockland and Boaton.
to friends
mand of sailing vessels at an
early age.
left to-day for Camden, His
Allen
age was seventy years, eight months,
Charles
T. Morse is docked for reJ.
the
twenty-five days.
here
were

rilit

F«b. 28.

ptirs.
«rs

Mass'
i«ter'

of Cambridge,
Kugene Simpson,
announces the engagement of her
Mias Susie Adams, to George Free-

Tomson.

SEDGWICK.
Miss A. C. Dority was in Bangor last

^,'ofCberryfleld.
flve-cent
will

week.

be a
sociable, for
Mrs. Gertrude Perkins is home from
beDcflt of the Sunday school, Wednes- Penobscot.

TMrr

.he

Mrs. Stan Wilson's. All
day evening
invited.
ut cordially
attendance at Soros is
There was a large
The program consisted
evening.
pridev
vocal solos,
Olspeaking by Vera Seavey, selections.
Ellen Hall, and graphophone
dFeb. J8.
at

Miss Susie Cole left Friday for North

Dighton, Mass.
Miss Norma Stanley, having finished
her school at Black’s
corner, is home.
J. H. Lancaster and wife, who have been
in Deblols several months, returned home

Saturday.

_

OBITUARY.

Mrs. Isabelle Parker, who has been at
W. H. Robbins’ the past week, has returned home.

here last week with
& noble life ended
death of Mrs. Abbie Clapham. Never
more ardently loved in life,
was a person
John H. Eaton will take the place of
lamented in death. She
or more deeply
Edward Gray as mail carrier next month
a devoted mother to her own
was a tender
on the Bluehili route.
and heart full of tenChildren, and with
Mrs. Sadie Henderson, with her chilof other mothers,
children
the
tor
derness
for whoee comfort dren, has been visiting her mother, Mrs.
whom she loved, and
J. G. Hall, for a week.
same devotion.
ihe eared with the
Eggemoggin lodge, F. and A. M.t will
Her mantle of charity was large enough
of all. She was de- ) work the entered apprentice degree on one
to cover the faults
votedly attached to her trienda, who | candidate this evening,
The regular business meeting of Columfound large and hearty hospitality in her j
All the years of her life bia
chapter, O. E. S., will be observed
pleasant home.
useful
a
most
been
among
citizen;
ahe had
Friday evening, March 4.
and
in
all
social
a
tender
nurse,
the sick
Mrs. Orcutt, an aged resident of the
functions doing much to promote the hill district, and widow of John
Orcutt,
same.
good of the
j died last week. Services were conducted
The last few years of her life wore at the home
Rev.
E. A.
Thursday, by
marked by suffering, but borne with Davis.
lameness
from
Her
cheerful submission.
Feb. 28.
H.
several accidents kept her a “ahut-in" for
husband
and
several
BLUEHILL.
several years. Her
children died some years ago. She leaves
N. H. Mayo is home from (J. of M. for a
two sons and a daughter.
few days.
Funeral services were held at her borne,
J. Tom Hinckley and Wallace Saunders
conducted by Rev. C. A. Purdy, who paid have
gone to Minneapolis.
I
■ touching tribute to her beautiful life.
Mrs. llallie Henderson, of South BlueC.
Feb. as.
is
the
of
W.
S.
and
hill,
guest
Hinckley
wife.
WEST BKOOKSViLLE.
the

|

Jerome Tapley, jr., is getting oat logs.
Mrs. Clare Condon ia in Surry for a few
weeks.

More than fifty members of Bluehill
lodge of Odd Fellows attended the convention in Ellsworth Feb. 25.

Mrs. William Phillips, of Surry, ia visiting her sisters, Mrs. Ivan Parnbam and
Mrs Herman Tapley.

The first basket ball team of academy
girls defeated the town girls Friday evening. The academy boys’ team lost to Cas-

Capt.

Brooks

Urindle,

who

baa

been at

months, left last week for Providence, K. I., to resume command of his
barge.
Capt. Alexander Snow and Cecil Farnha.n are landing weir poles at Smith’s
shore. They will build a weir in the
borne two

spring.
George E. Allen,

formerly of

this

son

place,

Fiimore Allen,
instantly killed
Wednesday by acof

was

Mills last
cidentally coining in contact with a live
elecuic wire. His remains were brought
here. The funeral was held at the home o
his aunt, Mrs. William H. Stover, Friday
afternoon. Interment at Mt. Rest. Fiimore Allen ia seriously ill at his home in
at Sanford

Lincoln,

N. 11.

of West Brooksville’s old
master mariners has “crossed the bar”.
Capt. Benjamin Franklin Jones, in command of Central railroad barge No. 6, in
tow of a tug, waen leaving Boston last
Thursday got the towing hawser twisted
about his right leg, and severed that
member. He was landed at the army hospital at Fort Warren, and soon after undergoing an operation i*ssed away. His
body was brought here Saturday. The
Another

Mali.-

one

w

to

tr.

re

c

ii

>m

in

>

itttbual.

Deeds, Not Words

hall

Friday evening

was

pleasant

a

Thomas Holmes, who has been critically
ill at the home of his sister, Mrs. Emeline

recovering.
presented ikThe Commercial
Traveller” at Masonic hall on the evening
of Washington’s birthday, for the benefit
Fisk,

is

Local talent

of the Odd Fellows.

play. Supper

It

was

a

successful

and dance followed.

Another esteemed

Cream Balm

get Ely's
ub ed with nasal catarrh, hay
the head. It is purifying and
soothioa
the sensitive membrane that lines
the ir-ptssages. It is made to overcome the
di' re, n t to fool the patient by a short, deceptive relief.
There is no cocaine or mercury in it.
Do not be talked into taking a
substitute for Ely’s Cream Balm.
All druggio* sell it. Price 50c. Mailed by Ely's Bros.,
5# Warren Street, New York.
if you
fever -r

no

mon

affair.

summer

visitor, Mr.

Bu7.zell, who had for a score of years been
guest at the Claremont, died suddenly
at his city home two weeks ago. Mr.
Buzzell was an accomplished pianist, and
was ever ready to help our local church
with his musical talent.
Spray.
Feb. 28.
a

a

Miss M. Ula (Jordon, of Franklin, is the
guest of her cousin, Miss M. E. Moon.

Uuy If. Miller, of Boston, is on bis
annual visit to his parents, Ueorge Miller
and wife.
large party of young people attended
the masquerade ball at Hancock Feb. 24,
and report a delightful time.
A

Ellsworth People

Have Absolute

Proof of Deeds at Home.

George S. Hooper is seriously ill of
pneumonia. Mrs. Hooper’s daughter, Mrs.
Grace Cratty, of Bangor, is here.
M.

Feb. 28.
__

GKEAT
F. E. Mace is away

PONp.
on

business.

Mrs. Ezra Williams is in Bangor.
It’s not words but deeds that prove true
The deeds ot Doan’s Kidney Pills,
Por Ellsworth kidney sufferers.
Have made their local reputation.
Prool lies in the testimony of Ellsworth

People

Master Donald Laughlin is
inflammation of the eyes.

suffering

from

merit.

been cured to stay cured.
Arthur L. Frazier, of Hancock St., Ellsw°rth. Me., says: “Since publicly recommendin* Doan’s Kidney Pills in 1906, I
have had no occasion to use a kidney reme<ly. Time has proven the wonderful
benefit I derived from Doan’s Kidney Pills
to be
lasting, and in all other cases
where Doan’s Kidney Pills have been used
00 my
recommendation, relief has followed. I suffered a great deal from back*cbe, and after a hard day’s work I could
not sit in a chair for
any length of time.
The first box of Doan’s
Kidney Pilla, procured from Moore’s
drug store, gave me
relief, and I continued taking the remedy
until all traces of
my trouble had disappeared.”
For sale t>y all dealer*. Price 50 cents.
Poster-Mil burn Oo., Buffalo, New York,
•ole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
on other.
who have

cried together.
That Is religion.
She and the boy both found It.—Morrill (Kan.) News.

John Bntler iB now gaining rapidly after
severe attack of gastritis.

Mrs. Direxa

Williams

waa

given

a

postbirth-

card shower on her seventy-ninth
day, Feb. 13. Mrs. Williams is one of the
jolly old ladies whom everyone loves to
Meet, always busy about the house or
with pretty fancy work.
FlFeb. 25.
__

Glass Cutter.
A glass cutter cau easily be made
with an ordinary mapping pen and a
small piece of carborundum or carbide of silicon. Cut oft a part of the
nib to form a small tube. Fit a crystal or part of one of carborundum Into
the tube, take It out again and dip one
end In cement and replace it. Next
wind a piece of fine wire tightly
around the tube and part of the handle
and fix It In a notch cut in the latter.
Put it aside for a day to allow the cement to harden. A glass cutter made
thus will do Its work as well as the
expensive diamond and a great deal
better than the ordinary wheel cutter.
To Make

!

i

A
la

biliousness, nervousness and
loss of appetite. Best remedy
to expel intestinal worms.

—-*---'

Milton Winchester is salesman for the
new firm of J. W. Gallison & Co.
Edward

Stone left

Hamilton, Mass.,

to

Friday for South
join his wife, who

there several months.
Mrs. Mary Springer Lord was called to
Lnmoine last week by the death of her
sister, Miss Addie Springer, who died
at Auburn, of pneumonia.
Feb. 28.
has been

_C’

If you haven't the time to exercise regularly, Doan’s Reguteta will prevent constipation.
of
They Induce a mild, easy, healthful action
the bowels without griping. Ask your druggist for them. Z&c.— 4dvl.
Pneumonia follows a cold but never follows
the use of Foley’s Honey and Tar which stops
the coughs, heals the lungs and expels the
cold from the system. G- A. Pauchbu.

Eromised

OWN YOUR OWN HOKE.

...

For particulars Inquire of
O. W. Taplby, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
..

A. W/Krxo. President.

atrtjmfsnnmta.

Tuttle’s
Elixir

PATENTS

Don’t neglect the lame or
blemished leu. Or don’t giro
up because other things have
(ailed. When yon stop to think that there are hundreds of thousands of horses that have been made
sound and are kept sound, kept at their hard work
day in and day ont—thanks to Tuttle’s Elixir—then
you will realize t.tutt It’s time you tried it, too. Let

Free advice, how to obtain patents, trade mark*, I
copyrights, etc., (N /u,L COUNTRIES.
Business direct \with Washington saves time, I
money and often the patent.

|

us prove to you that it

C U R

NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each: monthly pay
menu, 81 per chare.

when you can borrow Ton your
a Brat mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
paymenta and Intereat together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten yeara you
will

win esc

Yoq

open.

sbarea, jive

Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.

^3

Write or come to us at
BIS math Street, opp. United States

Carb, Splints, Spavin Lateness, Ring*
Bone, Knotted Cords, Cockle Joints,

Patent (

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Sprains, Bonyfirowths, Swellings,Shoe
Bollsand Founder, Distemper and Colic
never fails to locate lameness, and the thousands who have tried it will tell you that it makes
the tlnest !»•* and ImmIv wuoh they ever used.
Send for the proofs. We want you to know also
of the remarkable curative powers of Tuttle’sWorm
Powders, Tuttle’s Condition l’owders. and Tuttle's
Hoof Ointment. Your dealer sells Tuttle’s remedies.
If not, lend it* hla name and 60c. in stamps and
we will send a large size bottle prepaid. Don’t experiment. (let Tuttle's and be iure.

It

rnrr

iLtgai

Exnerlenre," a
Veterinary
book or valuable information

STATE OF

loo-page

»

to every horse owner. Enables you to be your own
veterinary. Write for it to-day, enclosing 2 cents
for postage.

TUTTLE'S ELIXIR CO., 200 Beverly SI.. Boston, Mass.

Advertisers in

THE AMERICAN

KaflioaOi

are
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MAINE.’

STATE OF
Hancock ss.
Supreme Judicial Court.
In vacation. Ellsworth, Feb’y 11, A. D. 1910.
That
Upon the within writ, Ordered:
the Plaintiff give notice to the Defendant to appear before the Justice of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within and for the County of Hancock,
on the Second Tuesday of Apiil A. D. 1910,
by publishing an attested copy of said writ
and this order thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in Ellsworth in our County of
Hancock, the last publication to be thirty
days at least prior to the second Tuesday of April next, that he may there and
then in our said Court appear and answer to
Wm. P. Whitehoosk,
said suit.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the writ and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—-John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

40

1 20

7 35

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10 62
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
t Stops on signal to conductor,
e Stops onljr to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction,
a Stops to leave but not to take passengers.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

Passengers
cure

are earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to

especially
Ellsworth.
F. E.

BOOTHBY,

General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice President & General Manager.
Portland, Me.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Seth O. Hanscom, of Amherst, Hancock county, State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed dated April 8, a. d. 1871,
and recorded in the Hancock county, Maine,
registry of deeds, book 141, page 494, conveyed
to Philander Fletcher, then of said Amherst,
a certain lot or parcel of land situate in said
Amherst, ard hounded and described as follows: Beginning at a stake and stones at the
northwest corner of lot No. 15; thence east 27
degrees south thirty-one rods to a corner;
thence south 23 degrees west fifty-two rods to
a corner; thence west 4 degrees north twelve
rods and nine links to a corner; thence north
4 degrees east sixty-four rods to first-mentioned bound, containing eight acres, more or
less, according to the survey of Roswell
Silsbv; and whereas the said Philander
Fletcher on the twenty-sixth day of January,
a. d. 1910, assigned said mortgage to the undersigned, which assignment is recorded in
said registry, in book 466, pave 458; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken; now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Lafy Hanscom,
By his attorney, Lynwood F. Giles.
February 15, 1910.

WHEREAS.

Reduced Winter Fares,
$3.00
Between Bar Harbor and Boston

Boothbay leaves Bar Harbor 10 <0
a m, Mondays and Thursdays for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Manset,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer

Steamer Catherine leaves

Bluehlll 9CO am,

and Thursdays for South Bluehlll,
Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.

>

RETURNING

Wanted Her to Have the Beat.
Rather conceited, isn’t he?
Nell
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m, or on arrival oi
Belle—I should say. He said the beet steamer from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturwas none too good for me, and then days for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, and lnterme
dlate landings.
he proposed.—Philadelphia Record.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
JONATHAN W. PENNEY, late of SEDGWICK,
in the county of Hancock, Maine, deceased,
and given bonds as the law directs. And she
haB appointed Fitz H. Smith, of said Sedgwick. her agent in the State of Maine, in accordance with the provisions of Sec. 43.
Chap. 66, of the revised statutes of Maine.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCabbie A. Adams.
mediately.
Haverhill, Mass., Jan. 27. 1910.

THE

Mondays

New turbine steel steamer Bel fat t leaves Boston at5 pm, Tuesdays and Fridays for Rockland.

1

!

|

We Have the Coffee

TAKEN

OF MAINE.

of Hancock as.:—Feb. 10,191®.
on execution wherein Janies

for

Maine, now commorant of Bar Harbor, in
said county, is defendant, and will be sold at.
public auction on March 17, a. d. 1910, at 2
o’clock in the afternoon, at the sheriff’s office,,
at the jail in Ellsworth, in said county, all
the right which the said William J. Johnston
has or had on Sept. 10, 1909, at 6 o’clock and.
twenty five minutes in the afternoon, that
being the time when the same was attached
on the original writ, to redeem the following
described moitgaged real estate situated in
the town of Amherst, county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, to wit:
1.
Beginning at the northwest corner of
Elijah Richardson’s home lot near the star*
J. Johnston; thence
occupied by William
running easterly by the line of said Richardson’s land to the S. W. corner of lot No. 39^
thence northerly by line of lot No. 39 to the
center of the main road leading from Amherst Corner to Aurora; thence westerly and
southerly by the center of said road to the
place of beginning, containing two acre*
more or less, with the buildings thereon.
2. A certain lot or parcel of land situated
in Amherst, county and State aforesaid,
conveyed by Philander Fletcher to Jeremiala
T. Giles, by deed dated October 27, 1881, and
conveyed by said Giles to William J. Johnston by deed dated October 14, 1886, recorded
in volume 204, page 629, of the registry of
deeds for Hancock county, State of Maine,
bounded and described as follows, to wits
Beginning at a post on the south side of th*
county road near said Fletcher’s well; thene*
running westerly by said county road twenty-nine rods to the county road leading to
Mariaville; thence southerly by said road
one hundred and sixty rods to a stake; thencw
east four degrees south thirty-seven and *
half rods to a stake; thence northerly fonr
degrees east one hundred and fifty rods to*
stake; thence east four degrees south fifteen
rods to a stake; thence north ten rods to tho
first-mentioned bounds, containing thirtyone and a half acres, more or less.
Said real estate is subject to a mortgage
given by the said William J. Johnston to tho
Union Trust Co. of Ellsworth, dated Aug. 7,
1908, and recorded in the Hancock countv
registry of deeds, book 451, page 440, on whic*
there is said to be due about eleven hundred
dollars.
F. O. SiLsnr,
Sheriff.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

HEREAS, E. C. Newcomb, of Bucks*
port, Hancock county, Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated twenty-filth day of
September, a. d. 1908, and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds, book 453. page
131. conveyed to W. C. Conary, of Bucksport*

said county and State, certain real estate thus
described in said mortgage:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Verona, said county, and bounded, beginning at the center line of Verona Island at
N. E. corner of land of Hattie Hutchings and
Uriana Abbott; thence westerly by
said
Hutchings’ and Abbott's land about eighty
rods to land of Manly Abbott’s heirs; thence
northerly by said heirs’ land about twenty
rods to land of Peter Abbott; thence easterly
by said Abbott’s land about eighty rods to
said center line; thence southerly by said
center line about
twenty rods to point of
starting, being same premises conveyed to me
by Addie A. Bassett by deed recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book 425, page 293.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of such breach of condition, I claim *
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Bucksport, Me., February 12,1910.
W. C. Conary.

NOTICE

FORECLOSURE.
John Howard Snyder, of
Harbor, Hancock county*
by
mortgage deed dated the first
day of May. a. d. 1903, and recorded in the
registry of deeds for Hancock county, book
393. page 105, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land with all
the building thereon, situated in Winter Harbor aforesaid, and described as follow**
OF

Winter
WHEREAS,
his
Maine,

namely:
Being that certain tract

or parcel of land
known as ana included iu tne William Rand
homestead lot, situated on the north side of
the town road known as Main street, containing sixty-six and one-talf acies, more or
less, subject to all the exceptions and reservations therein contained; for a more complete description of the premises reference is
hereby made to the mortgage deed hereinabove referred to.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the conditions thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and this notice is given for that
purpose.
Dated February 12, 1910.
Jesse K. Mitchell*
By his attorney, Harry L. Crabtree*

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST
a

making a good

Recipe

cup

that is worth while,
makes breakfast always

one

of coffee,
one that
start the

day aright.
Drop us a postal to send you
‘My wife’s recipe for good coffee’
It is sent free

On sab hr man and tsaeral merchants throughout
tb* State.

on

quest, anywhere.
6

A*

Robinson & Co., a corporation duly incorporated and located and having its principal place of business at Bangor, Penobscot:
county, Maine, is plaintiff, and William J.
Hancock
Johnston, of Amherst,
country

We Have

A perfectly blended product; ■
lected with the greatest care,
blended by people how know howt
for people who know good coffee;
roasted to a nicety, and packed in
air and dust proof pound tins. Try
it once!

Thurston 6 Kingsbury,

STATE
County

—

8 50

9 25

MAINE.

Hancock ss.—To the Sheriffs of our counties,
or either of their deputies,
GREETING:
command you to attach the goods or
estate of Rufus H. Sabine, of Melrose,
Middlesex county, Massachusetts, to the
value of two hundred dollars; and summon
the said defendant tit he may be found in
your precinct) to appear before our justices
of the supreme judicial court, next to be
holden in Ellsworth, within and for our county of Hancock, on the second Tuesday of
April next, then and there in our said court
to answer unto Union Trust Company, of Ellsworth, a corporation existing under the laws
of Maine, and located at Ellsworth, Hancock
county, Maine.
In the plea of the case for that the said defendant at Castine, to wit: said Ellsworth, on
the tenth day of April, a. d. 1909, by his
promissory note of that dale by him signed
for value received, promised one Geo. M.
Warren to pay him or his order in one month
from said date the sum of twenty dollars, and
the said Geo. M. Warren tbereafterwards, to
wit: on the same day, endorsed and delivered
the said note to the plaintiff, by reason and
in consideration whereof the said defendant
then and there became liable and promised
the plaintiff to pay it the same sum according to the tenor of said note, and the plaintiff
avers that said time of
payment has elasped.
And also for that the said defendant at Castine, to wit: said Ellsworth on the seventeenth
day of March, a. d. 1909, by his promissory
note of that date, by him signed, for value
received, promised one Geo. M. Warren to
him or his order the sum of sixty dollars
n two months from the date thereof, and the
said Geo. M. Warren thereafterwards, to wit:
on the same day, endorsed and delivered the
said note to the plaintiff, by reason and in
consideration whereof the said defendant
then and there became liable and promised
the plaintiff to pay it the same sum according to the tenor of said note, and the plaintiff
avers that said time of payment has elapsed.
Yet, though often requested, the said defendant has not paid saia sum but neglects so
to do, to the damage of said plaintiff (as it
says) the sum of two hundred dollars, which
shall then and there be made to appear with
other due damages. And have you there this
writ with your doings therein.
Witness, William Penn Whitehouse, justice
of said court at Ellsworth, this 9th day of October, in the yesr of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nine.
John F. Knowlton. Clerk.

WE

Steamboat'

ana

cutes.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.: —Supreme Judicial Court*
In vacation. Ellsworth, Feb’y 11. A. D. 1910.
Upon the within writ. Ordered: That the
Plaintiff give notice to the deiendants to appear before the Justice of onr Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsworth*
within and for the county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday of April. A. D, 1910, by publishing an attested copy of said writ and'thift
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
Ellsworth, in our county of Hancock, the lash
publication to be thirty days at least prior to
the second Tuesday of April next, that they
may there and then in our said court appear
ana answer to said suit.
Wm. P. Whitehouse,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the writ and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk*.

[L.8.]

a

Queer Custom.
Comanche'Pete—Yeh, pard, I knowed
’lm. He died with his boots on. ForHow very
eign Tourist—Deah me!
singular! Is that one of your—aw—
fads out here?—Chicago Tribune.

now

Hancock m.:—To the Sheriffs of our counting
or either of their deputies,
GRKETING:
command you to attach the goodbor
estate of Rufus H. Sabine and Lucy JL
Sab*ne, both of Melrose, Middlesex county*
Massachusetts, to the value of five thousaaA
dollars; and summon the said defendants (IT
they may be found in your precinct) toappear before our justices of the supreme Judicial court, next to be holden In EMawortlk
within and for our county of Hancock, oa (le
second Tuesday of April next, then and Illut
in our said court to answer unto Union Truth
Company, of Ellsworth, a corporation existing under the laws of Maine, and located ah
ElTswoith, Hancock county, Maine.
In the plea of the case, for that the aaldl
defendants, Rufus H. Sabine asd Lucy 1. Sabine, at Melrose, to wii: said Ellsworth,
the first day of February, a. d. 1907, by thefjrpromissory note of that date, by them siguedL
lor value received, jointly and aeveraflp
one Geo. M. warren to pay him eels order, the sum of thirty-six hundred dollars with interest six months from the data
thereof, and the said Geo. M. Warren tfcara*
afterwards, to wit: on the same day, endorasdl
and delivered the said note to the plaintiff, by
reason and in consideration whereof, the said
defendants then and there became liable end
promised the plaintiff to pay it the as muamount according to ihe tenor of said neftea
and the plaintiff avers that said time of payment has elasped.
Yet, though often requested, the said defendants have not paid said sum but negleefc
so to do, to the damage of said plaintiff (ae
it says) the sum of five thousand dollars*
which shall then and there be made to appear
with other due damages. And have you there
this writ with your doings therein.
Witness, Win. Peun Whitehouse, justice off
said court at Ellsworth, this ninth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nine.
John F. Knowlton, Clerk*

WE

If

WHY PAY RENT

Good for children or adults.
'Keep$ you and your children welL’
aa«i ao«i ai.ee.

No Lame Horses
u

earn

tut

Just what everybody needs
—eonie time or other—to relieve constipation, headache,

—

EAST 8URKY.

ta what your money will
Invested In shares of the

In Effect Nov. 29, 1909.

A Touch of Nature.
He was the worst boy In school; she
She was angered by
was the teacher.
his stubbornness; he was defiant. She
took him to the hall for punishment.
Angrily she administered the penalty,
I and—then somehow a great wave of
pity for the boy swept over her. She
looked at the worn coat of the little
fellow. She thought of the frail body
deprived of nourishing food. She
thought of the hard and loveless home
and of the starved soul of the poor
kid.
Tears sprang to the teacher’s eyes
as the boy waited for further punishHis
Then he saw the tears.
ment.
own eyes grew moist and overflowed.
Thinking of how the poor boy had no
I chance, in an Impulse of love ■she put
her arms around the boy, and they

NOHfH SULLIVAN.

KitablUhed

My poor husband!

being held alterchurches Sunday and

The Christian Endeavor social at Har-

TRUES
ELIXIR

Ha Wat Relieved.
The other day a person dropped
down In an apoplectic fit Immediately
In front of a police station and was
carried Inside.
A moment after a woman forced her way In through the
crowd gathered around the door, ex-

are

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

[L. S.]

capturing the trade.

Clear the way and let In the air!”
She then busied herself by taking
nately by the two
off the man's cravat and performing
Wednesday evenings. A union choir is
other little offices until a surgeon arsinging the Alexander-Chapman hymns.
rived. when the patient gradually reThe following took the State teachers’ covered his senses.
On this the ser;
examination which
was
conducted by
geant In charge observed that It was
Sup4. McGouldrick Feb. 25: Miss Mary a happy relief for his distressed wife
Wilson, Misses Ada and Alice Herrick, as well as for himself.
Brooklin; Alice Mills, West Brooksville;
“My wife!” exclaimed the man.
Norma Stanley, Bernice Gray, Sedgwick;
“Why, I am a bachelor!”
Myra BUlington, Surry; Alvra Gray, East
On seeking for the woman It was
Bluehill; Marion Dodge, Annie Grieve, found that she had disappeared and
Alice
McGouidrick, Lilia, Clara and with her the watch and purse of the
Margie McIntyre, Ethel Snowman, Irene patient, which she had adroitly abBillings, Ruth Stover, Bluehill.
stracted under the very eyes of the
M.
Feb. 28.
police.—London Tlt-Blts.
Union meetings

legal Notice*

I

STATE OF MAINE.

Finding His Bride.
In one part of the canton of Ticino,
In Switzerland, a very quaint marriage
The bridegroom
ceremony prevails.
dresses in his "Sunday best” and, ac- i
companled by ns many friends and relatives as he can muster for the fete,
goes to claim his bride.
Finding the
door locked, he demands admittance.
The inmates ask him his business, and j
In reply he solicits the hand of his
chosen maiden. If his answer be
deemed satisfactory he is successively introduced to a number of matrons
and maids, some perhaps deformed
and others old and ugly. Then he Is
presented to some large dolls, all of
which he rejects with scorn, amid general merriment. The bewildered bridegroom, whose impetuosity and temper
are now sorely tried, is then Informed
that his ladylove Is absent and invited in to see for himself. He rushes
Into the house and searches from room
to room until he finds her In her bridal
dress ready to go to church. Then are
his troubles over and his state as a
benedict assured.

claiming:
“My husband!

tine at Castine Feb. 26.

Banking

3ttirrt ferment*

Packer/

Bangor,

Mai no,

■

atibcrt tBttr.cnta.

Aleman*!

Dr. Fernando

Sanitation, Porto Rico, Recommends Fe-ru-na.

Inspector

----a

F"

of Tory.
■r Walter Scott's explanation of the
me” la not
origin of “tory” as
quite the same as that of other Inquirers. According to a high authority, the word is Irish for a "pursuer”
and was at first given to moss troopers, who for their own villainous purposes pretended to be on the side of
the crown and the constitution and the
rights of property and in that disguise haunted the bogs of Ireland,
robbing the Inhabitants In the name
About 1680 those who
of the king.
"contended for the extreme prerogatives of the crown” had this contemptuous term applied to them by their
opponents, and thus we arrive at the
meaning of today. Macaulay points
out as a curious circumstance that
“whig” and “tory” originally applied
as a term of Insult should so soon have
been assumed with pride. An odder
circumstance Is that two great English parties should have taken their
titles the one from the bogs of Ireland and the other from the lowlands
of Scotland.—London Times.

a&bntiumntts.

StibrTtisanmt*.

Origin

STATE OF MAINE.

"give

of
List of candidates nominated, to be voted for, In the several wards in the City

Ellsworth, March 7, 1W0.
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or deetroylng
candidates or specimen ballot—/lee to owe hundred dollari fine.

THOMAS E. HALE,
To vote

Party

name.

name, erase

a

a

list of

City Clerk.

Straight Ticket, make a X within the Square above the
a Split Ticket, mark X in the Square over the Party

DEMOCRAT

To vote

printed

name

in list under X and fill in

For Mayor,

new name.

,r7 specimen ballots.
For Alderman,
CHARLES Q.

For

TlPHEUS
Gilbert Islands Tipple.
Neither tea nor coffee Is drunk in the
Gilbert islands, but liquor named karafee, or toddy. It is the Juice of the cocoanut tree, from which It is drawn
dally at sunrise and sunset. To obtain
It the natives climb up the tall trees
and while extracting it keep up a constant yelling to let those below know
that they are at work. The sap when
DR. FERNANDO ALEMAN.
fresh is a harmless and delicious bevI HEREBY CERTIFY: That I } erage. but after it has been kept a day
hare had opportunity to try Peruna
or two fermentation sets In and It bein different eases
of obstinate 5 comes Intoxicating. Karafee does not,
couch, as well as all kinds of bron- \ however, fly to the head, but a man
chial and pulmonary catarrh, la j who drinks it to excess loses the congrippe especially, and it has al- ( trol of his legs. However, when this
waysgiren brilliant results. There- f befalls a native he has sense enough
fore I have the pleasure of reeom-1 to remain indoors and shows his face
mending this valuable prepara- j to no one, for If his chief should ever
tion.
Dr. Fernando Aleman.
hear of it he would be tried and sentenced to hard labor and a heavy fine.
of
a
medicine
cough
operation
In former days a native found Intoxithat simply stops the congh with- cated was tied to a tree and received
out removing the cause is much quicker, a hundred lashes, the blood
fairly
sometimes the first dose stopping it enBesides
streaming down his back.
the
Hence
temporary popu- this, all his lands were confiscated to
tirely.
larity of such harmful medicines.
the king forever.
The congh medicine that can be relied
to
remove
the
and
thus
cause,
upon
stop
Didn't Call Him Names.
the cough, is Peruna.
Mickey's mother visited a young
Peruna operates directly to heal ths
schoolteacher on the east side the othcongested or inflamed mucous mem- er
day, says the New York Sun. As
branes of the air passages and lungs.
as she could make out from
A tablespoonful before each meal and nearly
•t bedtime will often relieve a winter the mother's splutterings the teacher
had been calling Mickey "names that
cough permanently and quickly.
no lady would use and no dacint mother would stand for.”
The teacher
Printing a Coin on Linen.
thought hard, but could recollect no
The print of a silver coin or medal time when she had
given way to an
may be made on silk or linen by dip- Impulse to call Mickey dreadful names.
ping the fabric Id a eolation of nitrate
“Sure but you did,” Insisted the
at silver and stretching it over the mother.
“I don’t know what you
face of the coin until the image Is im- meant
by it but scurvy elephant is no
printed. The linen is sensitized by dip- nice name to call a boy. That's what
ping It Into a solution of nitrate of he said you called him—a scurvy eleailTer, made by dissolving sixty or phant.”
tfghty grains ef nitrate of silver In
No,” said the
“Scurvy elephantl
Wet the portion teacher in a relieved
cm ounce of water.
voice; “I didn't
at the cloth which is to receive the call Mike a
scurvy elephant I called
impression in the solution and when him a disturbing element and I re■early dry draw it over the face of the iterate my statement”
coin and tie it at the back. Expose to
Mickey’s mother went home partial■ weak light, and in a few minutes the
ly satisfied, but not quite sure that the
raised design of the coin will appear teacher hadn't been
calling her names
oa the linen. As soon as the print is too.
dark enough remove and wash in clear
When nearly dry iron it
.Water.
To the Highest Bidder.
smooth with a warm iron, placing a
Even tobacco buyers have their troupiece of tissue paper over the print bles. One of them, who represents a
la printing from the coin or medal it New York house, met a Connecticut
la advisable to paste a piece of paper man who had sold his crop. The buyan the reverse side, so that the silver
er was amazed at the price the man
yrlil not come in contact with the sen- said he had received.
sitized fabric.
“You have been cheated,” said he.

L

KJ^FU±iJLl<JAJ>.
For

A Word to Parents.
Mover amuse your children at the expense of other people; never allow
pent children to ridicule other people.
this advice and the time will
Secured]y come when these children
■rill amuse themselves with your folplee and ridicule your authority.—Ex-

Sleglect
change.

Which Was the WorseT
“When I returned from our poker
party last night my wife just looked
1st me; not a word was spoken.”
“My wife looked at me, too, and I
(don’t believe that a word was unspoken.”—Houston Post

Reaching Conclusion.
“I imagine from your speech that
pon are a taxidermist.”
“What makes you think so?”
f “Principally because you tell me I
wise as an owl and then try to
t me.”—Exchange.

^as

Peaceful.

Ida. Frost— Who was it that said
perfect peace?” Frost—Some
whose telephone waa oat of or-

£ee,

Do It Now.
becomes easier by
habit
while
grows
postponement
stronger every day. Common sense as
well as conscience Bays, “Choose this
Decision

Advertising brings

in

the

little tickling in the throat!" Is that what troubles
you? But it hangs on! Can’t get rid of it! Home remedies don’t take hold. You need something stronger—a
regular medicine, a doctor’s medicine. Ayer’s Chenry
Pectoral contains healing, quieting, and soothing properties of the highest order. Ask your doctor about this.
No alcohol in this cough medicine. J7C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mau.

“Just

a

Constipation positively prevents good health. Then why allow it to continue? An active
liver i« * great preventive of disease. Ayer's Pills are liver pills. What does your doctor say?

WARD
For

Lincoln, Ills
TWL. F.* Atwood’• Bitten hare been a standard mtedy
for
many yean”
mj g—dfathnr'a and fathar*a family

*

—Miss Elttba E. OhMs

Ward Four.

FIVE.
I-1

■ST

Warden,

MILTON BECKWITH, Ward One.

For Ward Cleric,
BENJAMIN 8. STEVENS, Ward One.

REPUBLICAN.
For Constable,
For Mayor,

SAMUEL E. CHAPMAN, Ward One.

ALEXANDER C. HAOERTH Y, Ward On*.

I
WARD

TWO.

For Alderman,
WILLIAM SMALL, Ward Kir*.

For Warden,
CHARLES E. ALEXANDER, Ward Five.

REPUBLICAN.
For

ALEXANDER

For Ward Clerk,

Mayor,

JOHN A. LORD, Ward Five.

C. HAGERTHY, Ward One.
For Conetable,

For Alderman,

DOREPHCS L. FIELDS, Ward Five.

FRANK R. MOORE, Ward Two.

COUNTY NEWS.

For Warden,
UENRV A. EPPES, Ward Two.

ORLAND.
Mn. Lena Gilpatrick has been ill several

days.

For Ward Cleric,

8. B. liolt is impoving from
long trouble.

a

severe

The nun; friends of Mrs. Minis
regret to hear she is not well this winter.
District Superintendent H. B. Haskell
will conduct the fourth quarterly conference here Much 16.
The ladies of the different church soci-

error.

eties will

serve

their usual dinners town

meeting day.
F. W. Gross, and aged and well-icnown
Thomas Have; and wife will re -five
citizen, is ill.
their friends Tuesday evening, the sevMiss Mae Harriman is out after an enty-flfth birthday of Mrs. Havev. Mb.
W. T. Havey, hostess of the Relay house,
attack of rheumatism.
Mrs. Eunice A. Ash visited her cousin, has the affair in charge.
BFeb. 28.
Mrs. Albert Gray, ir East Orland recently.
Miss Grace Douglass is improving after
CASTINE.
a hard struggle with rheumatic fever since
in Lewis*

JOHN F. ROYAL, Ward Two.

For Constable,

December.

"W\

Mrs. Abbie Wardwell, of East Orland, is
with her sister, Mrs. D. G. Rich, who is
Beriously ill.
Rev. H. U. Hoyt, State superintendent
of the L'niversalist church, will lecture at
the town hall Friday evening. All are
Invited. A business meeting will be held,
and it is hoped a society will be formed.
The

ladies of the L’niversalist aid soci-

W. A. Ricker and wife visited
last week.

ton

Mrs. George Weeks, who has spent
several weeks with her daughters in
Lowell, Maas., is home.
A basket ball game was played Sa.ur.iiy
evening at Emerson hall, the home defeating the Bluehill team.
Mrs. George Hatch and son Francis, of
Boston, are spending a few days with

Whiting.
busy arranging a program to be Mrs. Hatch’s aunt, Mrs. Phebe
About twenty members of the relief
presented at the town hall at an early
at
date, to include the play, “Our Church corps enjoyed a very pleasant evening

REPUBLICAN.

ety

are

Those in the cast are: Mesdames
Jordan, Fannie Wood, Helen

the home of Mrs. Lillian Blake Friday.
A delicious sapper was served at 6 o'clock.

Hutchins,
Georgia
Clara
Facteau,
Churchill, Clara Valentine, Gertrude
Hutchins, BerniCe Soper, and Eva Dunn,
and Misses Florence Douglass and Eleanor
Gross. Interesting specialities will be in-

Mias Alice Grindle, who has been at the
Waldo county hospital the past two weeks

Fair.”
Carrie

For Mayor,
ALEXANDER C. HAGERTHY, Ward One.

For Alderman,

troduced.
Feb. 28.

D,

Miss Lucy Anderson, of
Lamoine, is
visiting at E. E. Scammons’.

LEVI W. BENNETT, Ward Three.

returned
an
undergoing
operation,
home Hatorday. All hope that she will
gain rapidly, and soon be out among her
man; friends again.
Feb. 28.

Fred Crane and Frank
Huckins, of
Birch Harbor, an visiting at John Clark’s.

Hollis Bonsey’s baby,
quite ill, is better.

and

wife.

Miss Minnie Malian, of
Bangor, recently visited her parents, Barney Malian
and wife.

has

been

Mias Lida Curtis, who has been emet Bernard, is horns for a vacation.

J. Crawford

were

MARTIN A. GARLAND, Ward Three.

who

ployed

Young
Harry CooUdgs and wife, of Lamoine chased the
Nathaniel
week-end guests of George Jordan
Rich’s
and will

For Ward Clerk,

0*

SOUTH SURRY.

EGPYT.
For Warden,

corner,
Feb. 28.

has recently pat*
Means place 4t
move there.
TBAMF.

The only place to get bargains is at fW
Superintendent of Schools Percy T.
who is attending the U. of M. law •tare that adesrtises /or your trade.
school in Bangor, was in town on
business

For Conatable,

Clark,

last week.
Feb. 28.

=-*»^HOLD ON!
To the sift old reliable remedy—the true “L. F." Atwood •
sickness.
Bitten—the kind your father and grandfather used for all
indiNothing like this fifty year old medicine for constipation,
bottle bought
gestion, chronic dyspepsia and bilious attacks. A
dealers.
at
bottle
a
your
today will ears much sickness. 35 cents

RICHARDSON,

GEORGE A. PAKCHEK, Ward One.l

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr., Ward Three.

Throat

Four?

For Alderman.

the customers and

SbbntiBMiunu.

Tickling

DANIEL

day.”

assists the salesman.

-Life.

Mayor,

never

The feet of Fate are tender, for she
sets her steps not on the ground, but
on the heads of men.—Homer.

W. NASON, Ward

For Ward Clerk,

crop.”
“Agreed,” exclaimed the farmer, and
be received a check for the full
amount
“Oh, by the way,” observed the buyer, “who was my rival in this transaction?”
He was informed.
“I might have known it” said he
sadly. “That man is my partner.”—
New York Press.

Warden,

ALEXANDER C. HAGERTHY, Ward One

THE

“Yon are entitled to more money than
that”
“Well,” replied the farmer, “nothing
has been paid to bind the bargain.”
“Then I’ll give you 5 cents more a
pound and a bonus of $100 for the

MOORE, Ward Four.

_

FRANKLIN.
Miss Rena .Donnell is
visiting relatives

DRUGS

AT CUT RATES

in Ellsworth.

pMatCUrPricM.

recently.

THEARA HILTON ft

CO., PirtM.Mi.

Miss Oassilena

Sad (or unlaw if
Ted* Arid* ad RiUwCood.

G

Springer

left for Boston

Frank Cushman, of
Bangor, was the
guest of Carroll Dunn last week.
The reported presenoe in town
last week
}f Mrs. Julia
Martin, of Calais, was an

A common mistake
of local adeertUerl
is to estimate the value
of adeertiliW

space of one newspaper bp the amount
eeked by some ether publication. It »* «
mistake of Judgment for a business man
le estimate the value
of spaas in a reputable newspaper with a
good circulation
by that of some other publication which
be
mill accept business at
any price and
pleased to get it.-Leavenworth; (Kansas)

Time*.

